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Introduction

The problems addressed in this thesis are part of a wider topic, which
has attracted considerable attention in recent years: fluid migration into
rocks that consume fluids by heterogeneous reactions, and fluid migration
out of rocks that produce fluids and/or undergo compaction. The release
and consumption of fluids are two fundamentally different processes [1].
This work focuses on the second type of processes, the generation of fluids
due to chemical reaction leading to fluid production inside a rock matrix
and the associated expulsion of fluid. Depending on the fluid migration
rate and the rates of the chemical reaction, different mechanisms of fluid
release can be operating. If the rock matrix has a relatively high per-
meability, the fluid transport is governed by Darcy flow in porous media.
The Darcy equation (a linear relationship between the fluid flux and the
pressure gradient) describes, for example, expulsion of water, gas or oil
through compacting sedimentary rocks and fluid release during prograde
metamorphism [2, 3]. Fine-grained rocks such as shales and mud stones
usually have a very low initial permeability and fluid transport cannot be
accommodated sufficiently rapidly by Darcy flow. In such case, the in-
creasing fluid pressure gradients may lead to internal hydraulic fracturing
[4]. Flow in reaction generated cracks or other high permeability and low
capillary pressure pathways appears to be essential for the migration of
hydrocarbons out of shale source rocks (primary migration) [5] into more
permeable secondary migration pathways. This thesis addresses the cou-
pling between fluid generation, crack formation and fluid flow through the
fracture networks generated in such tight rocks.
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1 Hydrocarbon relevance

Oil seeps out of the ground in many places, and oil seeps have played an im-
portant role in the discovery of important petroleum resources. Bitumen or
crude oil obtained from seeps has been used for lighting and medicine since
ancient time. In the nineteenth century biodegraded heavy oil was mined
directly from the shafts, which were bored around the seepage places. Later
it was found that oil and gas often accumulate where layers of sedimentary
rocks form domes and faults. A low permeability layer (seal or cap rock)
composed of low permeability rocks, mostly shales, covers reservoir and
prevents oil from migrating to the surface (Fig .1).

Figure .1: Conventional and unconventional petroleum reservoirs. Image after
http://greatbearpetro.com/unconventional-reservoirs-explained.html

Although there are some claims that oil and/or gas are formed in large
quantities via abiogenic processes, most oil industry scientists and aca-
demic geologists believe that essentially all of the world’s oil and gas has
organic origins (Fig .2B). Essentially all of our oil resources and most of
our gas formed by the slow thermal decomposition (maturation) of solid
kerogen (organic material) in sedimentary source rock (organic-rich shale).
However, substantial amounts of natural gas are generated from organic
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matter by methanogenic microbes at relatively shallow depths. Depend-
ing on the burial depth, thermal gradients and time of exposure, the
very high molecular mass kerogen breaks into oil at temperatures between
100− 150 ◦ C (in the oil window) and/or into gas at higher temperatures
and depths (in the gas window). In addition, some of the oil retained in
the source rock may be converted into natural gas as the temperature and
burial depth increases. In general the rate of petroleum generation can
be expressed by the Arrhenius law: K = A exp(−E/RT ), where A is a
weakly temperature dependent pre-exponential frequency factor, E is the
activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
The reaction rate is very strongly temperature dependent, but because
of the slow increase in the burial depth, which results in a slow increase
in temperature, the typical time of petroleum generation under natural
conditions can vary in the range of 1− 100 millions of years.

Part of the petroleum generated in the organic-rich source rock is ex-
pelled and migrates along secondary migration pathways to trapping for-
mations (reservoirs) where it accumulates. Movement of petroleum via
carrier beds to reservoirs is divided into primary migration, defined as the
escape of hydrocarbons from the tight low permeability source rock, and
secondary migration through more permeable rocks to a trap or reservoir.
Although it is accepted that migration is driven primarily by buoyancy,
hydrodynamic forces may also play a significant role. The primary hy-
drocarbon expulsion from low permeability source rock is still poorly un-
derstood, but it is clear that capillary forces together with stratigraphic
heterogeneities direct migration along low capillary force pathways and
that the lateral migration can be greater than the vertical. Because in the
fine-grained shales the capillary forces act against hydrocarbon migration,
a significant fraction of the generated petroleum is not expelled from the
source rock, which can form an unconventional reservoir for oil and/or gas.
During recent years, new technology and rising gas and oil prices has made
shale gas, produced directly from mature and overmature source rocks,
an important source of energy. If the source rock is immature (oil shale),
artificial heating may be used to generate oil and gas. Because the recov-
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Figure .2: A) Organic-rich source rocks in the Polish Outer Carpathians. A series of
waterfalls built of laminated black shales in Rzyki. B) Fish fossil between shale lamination
in the Menilite Formation in Rowne, Poland. C) Shale cores from the Iwiczna Core
Warehouse, Poland. D) Liquid oil seeping through the ground surface in the Museum of
Oil Industry in Bobrka, Poland.
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ery factors for unconventional fuels (the amount of hydrocarbons extracted
from the source rock relative to the oil in place) are much lower than for
conventional reservoirs, a better understanding of fundamental processes
that control hydrocarbon generation and retention is a high priority for
the petroleum industry.

2 Organic-rich shales and primary migration

Shale is a fine-grained sedimentary rock that forms from the compaction
of silt (0.004 − 0.063 mm size) and clay (< 0.004 mm size) mineral par-
ticles. Well defined lamination and heterogeneous mechanical properties
(Fig .2 A,C) are characteristic properties of shales. If shale has sufficient
biological material (kerogen) dispersed between inorganic lamina it can
form a source rock for oil and gas. When this source rock is buried the
temperature and pressure rises until the high-molecular kerogen decom-
poses into hydrocarbons that have lower densities and viscosities by the
process called maturation.

Figure .3: After [6]: Mechanism of petroleum expulsion from the source rock.

Despite decades of research, it remains an enigma how the generated
hydrocarbons escape from the source rocks. Some authors believe that
petroleum moves as separate oil and gas phases [7, 8]. Others postulate
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that oil migrates in solution in water or gas [9]. A number of studies
supports the idea that primary migration occurs as diffusion of bitumen
molecules through organic matter networks [10]. Others claim that bulk
flow of petroleum through the source rock matrix is the main mechanism
[11, 12]. Most likely, there is more than one mechanism operating at dif-
ferent times and stages of maturation, and the pathways and efficiencies of
individual mechanisms depend on the temperature/pressure history, shale
composition, abundance of micro- and macro- pores and other factors [6].

The pores in organic-rich source rock are extremely small (the size of
few 100 Å or less) and as a result, the permeability is very low (on the
order of 0.01 nanodarcy). If organic-rich shale includes thin lamina of
silt and sandstone, the escape of the hydrocarbon generated from kerogen
may occur as bulk flow via these more permeable pathways. Otherwise,
on short length scales the transport of generated oil and gas out of the
source rock is more likely dominated by diffusion than Darcy flow [13].
Figure .3 indicates how diffusion (out of tight shale into more permeable
pathways) and bulk flow (through more permeable pathways) act in com-
bination during hydrocarbon migration out of the source rock. Since the

Figure .4: After [5]: Backscattered electron image of a black shale showing a micro-crack
originated within kerogen patches.

diffusion time is proportional to the square of the diffusion distance, diffu-
sion is not fast enough to transport hydrocarbon fluids over large distances,
and this suggests that the existence of more permeable for petroleum path-
ways is needed. Several authors indicate that the formation of microcracks
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plays an important role [14, 15, 5].

3 Methods

3.1 Fractures

At shallow depths, rocks are typically low strength brittle materials and
they usually contain healed and unhealed fractures over a wide range of
length scales. Fracture patterns, such as that shown in (Fig .5A) may be
diverse due to the different stresses that drive them, the different materi-
als in which they are formed, and the different temperatures and chemical
environments in which fracturing occurs. Variations as well as similarities
in these patterns may provide information about fracturing processes and
the conditions under which fracturing occurred. Understanding the ba-
sic strength properties of rocks has been a practical pursuit since ancient
times, both because of the importance of mining and because rock was
a widely used building material. The crafting of stone tools, mining and
quarrying required an intimate knowledge of crack propagation processes
and mechanical properties of the rock. Fracture mechanics explains frac-
ture formation and propagation in terms of strain and stress. According
to fracture mechanics, a material fails when sufficient stress and work are
applied on the atomic level to break the bonds that hold atoms together
[16]. Fractures occur when the stress exceeds the rock strength, which can
be viewed as the maximum stress that material can support under given
conditions.

Fractures play an important role in many natural geological systems.
Depending on the mineral composition, structure of the rock, loading con-
ditions as well as pressure and temperature, various type of behaviour such
as linear elastic, non-linear elastic, plastic, brittle failure etc. can be ob-
served. A common way of studying rock behaviour is to measure the stress
and strain during axial compression of a cylindrical sample to obtain a
stress-strain curve σ = f(ε). If this function is linear then the stress is
related linearly to the strain and the coefficient is the Youngs modulus,
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Figure .5: A): Cracks in Ultramafic rocks, Røragen. B): [17] The three modes of fracture:
1) opening mode (extension fracture, mode I propagation); 2) sliding mode (shear fracture,
mode II propagation); and 3) tearing mode (shear fracture, mode III propagation).

E = σ/ε [18]. If the rock is loaded beyond the yield stress (elastic limit),
it may behave in a ductile manner (the rock flows) or a brittle manner
(the rock fractures). In brittle deformation, rocks break along well-defined
fractures planes or zones, which correspond to surfaces where rock has
lost cohesion. Fractures provide conduits for fluid migration through solid
rock and therefore play significant role in weathering processes, migra-
tion of ground water and hydrocarbons, hydrothermal and metamorphic
fluids. The fracture geometry at different scales features self-similarity,
which means that the spatial distribution and geometrical pattern does
not depend on the scale at which fractures are observed.

Fractures can be either extension fractures or shear fractures, depend-
ing on the motion relative to the fracture plane (Fig .5 B). For extensional
fractures, the motion during fracture propagation happens in the direction
perpendicular to the fracture plane, which is called mode I type propaga-
tion. For shear fractures the relative motion occurs parallel to the fracture
walls, and fracture can propagate by two regimes, either by mode II, when
the sliding occurs perpendicular to the fracture tip, or by mode III, when
the propagation happens parallel to the fracture tip. Joins represent exam-
ples of extension fractures, faults are shear fractures at the scale of outcrop
or greater.
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3.2 The stress tensor

Traction is the force divided by the area over which the force is distributed
Σ = F

A . The tractions acting on the opposite sides of a surface must be
equal and opposite to keep the surface in equilibrium. This pair of tractions
is called surface stress. The state of stress at a point, or simply stress, is
defined in 2D by knowing surface stress on two different planes through this
point, and in 3D – on three non-parallel planes. Because each surface stress
is represented by its normal and shear components (σn and σs) in 2D and
three components in 3D, we need a four component matrix (stress tensor)
to define stress state in a point in 2D and nine component stress tensor
for defining state of stress in 3D. The diagonal elements are the normal-
pressure acting onto surfaces within material, whilst the off diagonal entries
are the shear stresses (Fig .6). Because the shear stress components are
related by σxz = −σzx, σxy = −σyx, σyz = −σzy, only three of the four stress
components in 2D coordinate system (x, y) are independent – σxx, σyy, σxy
(in 3D space six of nine components of the stress tensor are independent).

σ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

σ11 σ12 σ13
σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

σx τxy τxz
τyx σy τyz
τzx τzy σz

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

A stress ellipse in 2D (ellipsoid in 3D) is used for graphical representation
of the stress state on all possible orientations of plane through a point.
The orientation of major and minor axis of the stress ellipse represent the
principle axis and their magnitude – the principle stresses σ1 ≥ σ3. The
stress tensor in principle coordinates has only diagonal entries, because
the shear stress on principle planes is zero. In 3D the state of stress at a
point can be described by the three principle stress σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 and their
orientations (principle axis).

3.3 Fracture criteria

Experiments on brittle failure of rock samples reveal two type of fractures:
extension fractures and shear fractures. For extension fractures, the frac-
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Figure .6: Stress tensor.

ture plane is perpendicular to the minimum principal stress σ3 and parallel
to the maximum principal stress σ1. Extension fractures can form as ten-
sion fractures during uniaxial tension (σ1 = σ2 = 0 > σ3), by longitudinal
splitting during uniaxial compression (σ1 > σ2 = σ3 = 0), or under condi-
tions of extensional stress (σ1 = σ2 > σ3 > 0). For each rock type there
is a characteristic values of tensile stress T0 at which tension fracturing
occurs. A tension fracture forms on any plane in the material on which
the normal stress reaches tensile strength σn = T0, and the fracture plane
is perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress σ3.

Initiation of fracturing depends on the differential stress:

σdif = σ1 − σ3.

The magnitude of σdif necessary to cause shear fracture increases with in-
creasing confining pressure. Shear fractures form under confined compres-
sion (σ1 > σ2 = σ3 > 0) at angles around 30 ◦ to the maximum compressive
stress σ1 with displacement parallel to the fracture surface. Whenever the
state of stress in the rock is such that on a plane of some orientation the
surface stress components (σn, σs) satisfy σ∗

s = c+ μσn (Coulumb fracture
criterion), where μ is coefficient of internal friction and c is cohesion, that
plane can become a shear fracture.

Coulomb failure criterion is applicable to the rocks fracturing at around
100m-1km depth. With increasing depth and confining pressure transition
from brittle to ductile behaviour occurs. Ductile deformation begins at

14
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a critical shear stress, yield stress, which is independent of the confining
pressure (von Mises criterion).

3.4 Griffith cracks

Fractures typically nucleate at the weaker sites in the material: microc-
racks, voids and disorder. The importance of defects and fluctuations in
material properties was first investigated in the work of Griffith in 1920
[19]. A precursor to the Griffith study was the work by Inglis (1913) [20],
who considered an isolated elliptical crack in an elastic plate subjected to
externally applied stress (Fig .7A). It was shown that the stress at the
crack tip σc was several times as large as the applied load σA depending on
the sizes of the small axes of the crack, b, and large, c: σc/σA � 2c/b. This
ratio is called stress concentration factor – K. Thus, even small microc-
racks can be potential sources of weakness in the solid (Fig .7C). For the
opening fracture mode the stress field around crack tip can be analysed as
a plane strain (no displacement in the direction perpendicular to the plane)
problem using the theory of elasticity (Westergaard, Muskhelishvili, Irwin)
and can be expressed as (Fig .7B):

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σx =
K√
2πr

cosΘ2
[
1− sinΘ

2 sin
3Θ
2

]

σy =
K√
2πr

cosΘ2
[
1 + sinΘ

2 sin
3Θ
2

]

τxy =
K√
2πr

sinΘ
2 cos

Θ
2 cos

3Θ
2

σz = ν(σx + σy),
τxz = τyz = 0

(.1)

3.5 Effect of pore fluid pressure

The presence of fluid causes a rock to behave as though the confining
pressure were lower by an amount roughly equal to the pore fluid pressure.
In the fracture criterion the normal stress is replaced by the effective normal
stress σeff

n = σn − pf . The stress state can become unstable if the pore
pressure is sufficiently high. If the differential stress σdif = σ1−σ3 is small,
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Figure .7: A) Plate containing elliptical crack, with semi-axis b, c, subjected to uniform
applied tension, C denotes crack tip. B) Stress field around crack tip (Eq. .1). C) Fracture
pattern in linear polarized light. Stress filed around crack tips is not symmetrical due to
linear polarization of light.

which is commonly the case in the Earth, and pore pressure exceeds the
minimum compressive stress σ3 by an amount equal to the tensile strength
of the rock, then extensional fracturing can occur, even at great depths. If
the differential stress is large, shear fracturing can occur.

3.6 Hydraulic fracturing in nature

The usual origins of pore fluid are water incorporated into a sediment dur-
ing deposition and fluids released from minerals by dehydration reaction
during metamorphism. During metamorphic reactions in the Earths crust
large quantities of fluids can be generated and released by the formation
of hydraulic fractures [21]. Hydrofracturing generates permeable pathways
for expelled fluids at different scales from microscopic to the regional scale.
For example, partial melting of minerals occurs at the microscale [22, 23]
(Fig .8A), whereas magma emplacement, formation of sills and rapid heat-
ing of either water (phreatic explosions) or the rocks and the organic mat-
ter it contains, may lead to the explosive release of fluids, on the kilometer
scale or greater [24] (Fig .8B). In the current work we study crack formation
in the organic-rich shale during decomposition of high-molecular kerogen
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into lighter hydrocarbons, which happens at microscale, and fracturing of
elastic gels during internal gas generation occurring at decimeter scale.

Figure .8: A) After [22]: Scanning back-scattered-electron microscopy image of cracks and
melt pools of muscovite and quartz melting. B) After [24]: Seismic image of hydrothermal
vent complexes, formed by explosive release of fluids after heating of organic-rich rock by
sill intrusion.

3.7 Imaging

Figure .9: After [25]: Focused ion beam milling of 10nm thick layers to capture SEM
images and reconstruct 3D shale microstructure.

Quantitative information about the evolution of microcracks is essential
for the proper characterization of microscopic and macroscopic transport
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phenomena in the tight rocks. The imaging techniques and the data pro-
cessing are constantly improving, and at present several methods are avail-
able which allow a high resolution study of the pore structure. SEM (Scan-
ning Electron Microscopy) [25], TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy)
and XRF (X-ray Fluorescence Imaging) are commonly used to obtain 2D
images of planar cuts through 3D objects at micron and sub-micron scales.
However these methods have some limitations. First, constructing a 3D
image of a sample from multiple 2D micrographs is very untrivial and can
not reproduce all the sample heterogeneities since the information on the
pore structure between the 2D sections is missing. Second, repositioning
of a sample after removing it for preparation of a new surface or a thin
layer may be very challenging, because to prevent distortion in the final
3D image each 2D image needs to have exactly the same orientation and
lateral position. A modification of the SEM method, focused ion beam
scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM), which has recently been used
to obtain 3D images of shales and mudstones (Fig .9) is free from both
of the problems and is capable of constructing 3D images on very small
scales. In this method a focused ion beam is used to mill/cross-section
the sample without moving it, and an SEM image is obtained, again with-
out moving the sample after each new surface has been prepared by the
ion beam. However, all four methods mentioned above can not be used
for a direct monitoring of the evolution of the structure of a sample over
time (under changing or constant conditions). Finally, in the process of
preparation of thin layers or flat surfaces the original sample is inevitably
destroyed. These are the reasons why the X-ray micro-computed tomogra-
phy, a non-destructive technique with somewhat lower resolution compared
to FIB-SEM, was utilized in this study.

3.8 3D computed tomography

X-ray computed axial tomography is a non-intrusive technique for inves-
tigating the internal structure of diverse objects including rock samples.
This technique is based on attenuation of X-rays in the material with dif-
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Figure .10: After [25]: SEM images of different shale rocks from the shale fields, which
are potentially interesting for exploration.
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ferent electron densities. The 3D image of the grain structure and pore
network of a rock sample is a map of the linear attenuation coefficients. As
an X-ray beam passes through material, it is attenuated following Beers
law: dI/dx = −μ(x), where x is the position along the x-tay beam and
μ(x) is the attenuation coefficient at position x.

2D radiographs are acquired by step-wise rotation of the sample and
recorded by CCD camera. A mathematical algorithm reconstructs the
horizontal cross-sections, which are perpendicular to the rotation axis and
a 3D image is constructed from these cross-sections.

Figure .11: Synchrotron tomography setup.

The data presented in this thesis were acquired at European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) at the tomographic beamline ID19 in Grenoble,
France. The synchrotron X-ray radiation is emitted when high-energy elec-
trons are forced to bend by a magnetic field. The advantage of this source is
the high photon flux, which allows high-resolution images (less than 1 μm)
to be obtained even for highly absorptive materials such as rocks. The
collimation of the X-ray beam and usage of silica crystal monochromators
(Fig .11) improves the accuracy of reconstructed images and eliminates the
complications caused by energy dependent X-ray absorption.

When the high flux synchrotron X-ray is combined with a high-speed
detector (CCD camera), the projections can be acquired with a speed that
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Figure .12: After [26]: Illustration of the computed tomography acquisition and recon-
struction processes. A series of X-ray projection images is acquired and mathematically
reconstructed to produce a 3D map of X-ray absorption in the volume. The 3D map is
typically presented as a series of 2D slice images.
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makes it possible to image changes of the rock structure over time. The
combination of in-situ temperature control or loading devices with time-
resolved imaging provides the opportunity of studying geophysical pro-
cesses in close to reality situations. For example [27] observed the dehy-
dration of gypsum during in-situ heating in a X-ray transparent furnace
installed at the Advanced Photon Source (USA). With a spatial resolution
of 2.2 μm3 they traced the position, volume, shape and orientation of pores
in gypsum over the duration of the experiment with a time resolution of
25 minutes per one 3D scan.

A part of this thesis presents an X-ray tomography investigation of
fracturing process in organic-rich shale subjected to heating. Fig .13 shows
the experimental in situ setup at tomographic beamline ID19, ESRF. A
cylindrical shale sample was glued on a ceramic stick, installed on a rotating
platform and placed in an X-ray transparent furnace. The voxel size of
acquired volumes is 5×5×5 μm3 and one 3D image was obtained in 11–14
minutes.

Figure .13: A) A shale sample installed on the rotating platform for tomography scanning.
B) X-ray transparent oven at tomography beamline ID19, ESRF.
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3.9 Image analysis of 3D data sets

In order to distinguish the pore structure and minerals a good contrast
of the grey-level intensity in 3D volume is needed. The X-ray absorption
of rock matrix is sufficiently different from air and water/hydrocarbons,
and this allows good quality high resolution images to be obtained. Mini-
mization of noise and artifacts is also crucial, and a suitable reconstructing
algorithm is needed to reduce noise and artefact. Different software and al-
gorithms are used to analyse 3D images. In [28] a skeletonisation technique
available in Avizo software was used in order to investigate the connectiv-
ity of segregated melts. The work [29] used a distribution of labelled con-
nected components to analyse shape and orientation of micro-racks in the
rock volume. In the present study we investigated the nucleation, growth
and interaction of cracks during thermal alteration of organic-rich shale.
For this task the shape, size, spatial orientation and fracture roughness
were characterized. The software package Avizo Fire was used to develop
the image processing scheme.

4 Analogue experiment

Figure .14: A) 3D tomographic image of the fractured shale sample. Cracks are dis-
tributed perpendicular to the cylinder axis. B) A fractured shale layer. Cracks are
confined between the shale lamination. C) Fractured gelatine layer confined between
two glass plates. The LVDT device was used to measure vertical displacement during
fracturing.

Obtaining quantitative information about the coupling between fluid
pressure build-up in the solids and the fracturing processes requires visual-
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ization. The combination of in situ 3D imaging techniques, such as X-ray
micro-tomography, with various thermodynamic conditions (temperature,
pressure) remains challenging. For example, in the work of Fusseis [27] the
dehydration of a gypsum sample was imaged in situ, but the heating re-
action had to be suspended during 3D image acquisition, which led to the
partial cooling of the sample. The imaging of microcracks forming during
heating of shales [30] was performed in situ in 4D (time+space), but with-
out desirable confinement of the sample. In such studies, obtaining a good
time and spatial resolution, under the thermodynamic conditions at which
the process occurs, is technically challenging. The micro-tomography tech-
nique does not allow ultrafast acquisitions for rock samples because of their
high absorption of X- rays. In the experiment with shale sample [30] the
acquisition time of 11–14 minutes allowed 3D images with a 5μm pixel size
to be obtained, whereas in the gypsum dehydrating experiment the 3D vol-
umes were recorded with 1.3μm spatial resolution during 25 minutes per
scan. At ultra high resolution 0.7μm, 3D images of the melt distribution
were obtained in a study of the generation of magmatic melt in oceanic
olivine-rich rocks [28], but the processes was not recorded over time. In ad-
dition, in investigations of hydrocarbons generation, the imaging of organic
matter in source rocks is more complicated than imaging of the mineral
phase. Organic material has a small X-ray absorbtion coefficient μ and on
a tomographic image it is not easily distinguished from the pore space.

To study fracture formation processes, experiments using materials ana-
log to rocks are widely used [31, 32]. In the analogue experiments the
thermodynamic conditions can be varied more easily and this allows the
processes of fracturing to be followed at high time and spatial resolutions.
In this study the gas exsolution fracturing of a gelatine layer confined be-
tween two glass plates was used as an analog for formation of a fracture
network in the organic-rich layer of shale subjected to heating (Fig .14B).
The geometry and shape of the fractures in the shale is different from the
gelatine cracks, because the shale matrix is heterogeneous, whereas gelatine
is essentially homogeneous (Fig .15). However, the basic physical principles
which govern the fracture formation process in the analogue medium and
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the real rock sample are similar. A chemical reaction with volume increase
leads to the formation of hydrofractures in both gelatine and rock samples.
The shale sample expands in the direction perpendicular to the lamination
(along cylinder axis) (Fig .14A). Digital Image Correlation (DIC) tech-
nique showed that the shale sample experienced abrupt vertical expansion
right before fracturing. In the analogue experiment the inflation of the
gelatine layer was measured by using LVDT (Omega Engineering) device
(Fig .14C). During fracturing the gelatine layer expanded in the direction
perpendicular to the Hele-Shaw plane.

Figure .15: Time-resolved process of fracture development in the gelatine layer.

5 Hydrofracturing by phase separation

The formation of fractures and fracture networks driven by the stresses
generated by phase separation is a well known phenomenon. For exam-
ple, the growth of crystals from supersaturated solutions in porous me-
dia generates a maximum normal stress (force of crystallization) given by
σ = kBT ln β/v0 if the crystal is large enough for surface energy effects to
be ignored, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute tem-
perature β is the supersaturation and v0 is the molecular volume in the
crystal. The magnitude of the stress emerging from this mechanism can
reach several tens of megapascals, and this is sufficient to severely damage
building materials [33]. Similarly, the crystallization of ice in undercooled
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Figure .16: A) A light box was used to illuminate the Hele-Shaw cell from behind. A
high-resolution camera Nikon D-300 was used to monitor fracture formation. B) In
situ measurement of gas production during fracturing experiment. C) Hele-Shaw cell
containing a fracturing layer of gelatine. D) Measurement of gas production rate. East
mixed with sugar was dissolved in pure water (bottle on the right) and in gelatine solution
(bottle on the left).
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water can generate a maximum stress given by σ = LΔT/v0T , where L is
the molecular latent heat of fusion and ΔT is the undercooling. Stresses of
the order of 10 MPa can be generated in this way, which is also sufficient
to drive stress corrosion cracking in rocks and seriously damage building
materials via stress cracking corrosion [34]. Similarly, a gas bubble growing
in unreactive liquids and some solids can generate a stress(pressure) given
by σ ≈ kHc, where c is the concentration of the dissolved gas, and kH is
the Henry’s law coefficient. At high concentrations, the pressure increases
sublinearly with increasing concentration, and the maximum gas pressure
is determined by the chemical potential of the dissolved gas and the tem-
perature. If the bubble is small and/or the pressure is low σ ≈ kHC − Γκ,
where Γ is the surface tension and κ = 1/r1+1/r2 is the curvature (r1 and
r2 are the principal radii of curvature). For high concentrations of dissolved
gas stresses (pressures) of the order of 100 MPa can be generated [35, 36].
In some cases, pressures of several hundred MPa, sufficient to overcome the
lithostatic pressure at depth up to about 10 km and drive bubble formation
and fracturing in magmas and source rocks can be generated.

In liquids, the exsolution of gases generates spherical bubbles, in elastic
solids, the exsolution of gases generates cracks, and in viscoelastic materi-
als the shape of the gas filled void depends on the kinetics of exsolution.
The formation of penny shaped cracks during the exsolution of gases in
mud and other gel-like materials is well known [37, 38, 39]. When fluids
are generated by phase separation, the transport of these fluids becomes
important. Diffusion can play an important role on short length scales,
but advective processes are dominant on larger length scales.

In a wide variety of natural systems fluid transport is focused onto a
branched network of channels, and transport within the network plays an
important role in its formation. For example, blood vessels have evolved
to efficiently transport oxygen and carbon dioxide, the rapid transport of
electric charge plays an important role in the formation of branched elec-
tric breakdown patterns such as lightning and the electrochemical growth
of metal dendrites, the rapid flow of the low viscosity fluid is important
in the formation of viscous fingers, and the transport of water, sediment
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and sometimes dissolved minerals is important in the formation of river
networks. In these systems, transport is driven by a potential gradient,
which establishes a preferential direction for growth, and the resulting di-
rected tree networks have characteristic fractal geometries and statistical
properties [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. In the case of river networks, it has
been argued that the planform of the river [47] and the associated topogra-
phy [48, 44] minimize energy dissipation in the river channel network. The
key mechanisms of branched river formation are erosion of the landscape
and transport of sediment to and along the river channels. The transport is
long ranged but one-directional (from high to low elevation and towards the
”root” of the topologic tree), and flow mediated interaction between one
location and another does not extend beyond the local drainage basin that
contains both locations [46]. Minimum Energy dissipation concepts can
also be applied to biological branched networks such as vascular trees [49].
In this case, an optimization approach can be based on Darwinian evolu-
tion instead of the quasi thermodynamic (entropy production) ideas often
used for other branched networks.

The statistical description of fractures [50] has only recently been ex-
tended to fracture network topology [51], and theoretical, computational
and experimental investigations of fluid transport in fracture networks [52,
53] are usually based on a preexisting fracture network. Even if fluid pres-
sure in fractures is increased only locally the interactions are long ranged
through elasticity of the solid and pressure transport in the fracture aper-
tures. In the subsurface, the formation of fracture networks and the ex-
pulsion of fluids through them, driven by the separation of dissolved fluids
such as water and carbon dioxide from solid rocks and magmas is an im-
portant and ubiquitous phenomenon. Similarly the generation of fluids by
the thermal decomposition of carbonates, the dehydration of hydrates and
other chemical reactions leading to fracturing and expulsion of the fluids is
also very common. Gravitational (buoyancy) effects, particularly on large
scales, may drive fluids upwards through fractures and fracture networks,
and this is important in rock compaction and the cycling of carbon dioxide,
water and other substances.
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Although the work presented in this paper is basic in its nature, it is
relevant to several phenomena that have a large societal and/or economic
impact. Kvalstad [37] investigated the fracturing of transparent Laponite
(synthetic hectorite clay) gels by the exsolution (phase separation) of air
and CO2, and the formation of gas escape routes. In this work, experiments
were conducted by dissolving the gas under pressure in the gel, which filled
a cylinder, for several weeks, and then reducing the pressure. This work
was conducted as part of an investigation of the weakening of fine grained
sea floor sediments by crack-like methane bubbles generated by biological
methanogenesis and/or the decomposition of methane hydrate. This may
be an important triggering mechanism for submarine mud slides, such as
the 3, 000 km3 Storegga slide, which are capable of destroying offshore oil
and gas facilities and driving tsunamis.

The formation and migration of fission gas bubbles in nuclear fuels plays
an important role in the swelling and deformation of nuclear fuels as well
as the release of fission products [54], and bubble formation may also play
a role in microcrack formation. These processes have an important impact
on fuel burnup (the amount of heat that can be generated before the fuel
must be removed) and safety.

The work reported in the thesis was motivated primarily by the interest
in the natural hydraulic fracturing and fracture healing that occurs when oil
and gas are generated during the thermal decomposition of organic matter
(kerogen) in very low permeability sedimentary rocks [30]. The catagenic
formation of hydrocarbon fluids in source rocks and its expulsion from the
source rock (primary migration) is important because it is an essential
step in the filling of all conventional oil reservoirs. Primary migration is
still poorly understood after many decades of investigation, but natural
hydraulic fracturing, and expulsion of oil via fractures is believed to play
a key role [55, 56, 57]. Bubble formation, fracturing and fragmentation,
driven by the exsolution of dissolved gases, plays a key role in explosive
volcanism [35, 36], which is important because it is a major geohazard and
because it injects large amounts of particles and gases [CO2, HCl, SO2,
etc.], which have significant environmental impacts, into the atmosphere.
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Fluid generation, hydraulic fracturing by the generated fluid and fluid
expulsion via fractures is also important in the retorting of oil shale to
produce oil and gas. Hydraulic fracturing (the injection of fluids into rocks
to create fracture networks and increase the recovery of hydrocarbon or
the injectability of waste products) is now being used on a very large scale.
Hydraulic fracturing for the recovery of gas and oil from ”shales” has be-
come a topic of great public interest. Other applications include recovery of
conventional oil, recovery of coalbed methane and tight gas, sequestration
of CO2, disposal of produced water and chemical waste, solution mining,
recovery of water from aquifers.

In this thesis experiments are described that were conducted to inves-
tigate exsolution driven fracturing and degassing in a model system – a
horizontal Hele-Shaw cell filled with a gel in which CO2 is generated via
the fermentation of sucrose – with the objective of contributing to a better
understanding of the generic aspects of the growth of fractures and fracture
networks driven by fluid generation or injection. The model system was
designed to retain the processes that are common to essentially all natural
systems of this type and enable a detailed investigation of the dynamics
of fluid driven fracturing in a system that is as simple as possible. To
this end, an elastic medium was selected that is homogeneous on all but
very small length scales (to eliminate the effects of multiscale heterogene-
ity), and weak (to eliminated the experimental challenges associated with
high stresses). The transparent two-dimensional nature of the experimen-
tal setup facilitated detailed imaging of fracture growth, opening, closing
and healing, and the slow generation of CO2 facilitated investigation of
the dynamics of the system via high resolution digital image analysis. The
fracture/drainage networks that developed during the experiments were
intermediate between branched river network, which have essentially no
loops (and no loops at all in modes river network models) and hierarchical
fracture network, which is dominated by loops. Drainage networks of this
type have been discussed in the scientific literature as networks with subop-
timal transport efficiency [40]. Fracture opening and closing, which affects
the flow of CO2 in the fracture network like a valve, was observed. Similar
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behavior is believed to occur in a variety of fluid generating subsurface
systems, which cannot be directly observed. It is assumed that adhesion
between the gel and the Hele-Shaw cells walls has an effect similar to com-
pressive (overburden) stress, and the quasi two-dimensional experiments
are relative to three dimensional systems such as oil and gas source rocks
undergoing hydrocarbon generation and expulsion (primary migration).

6 Overview and contribution to the papers

This thesis presents background, work and results of a number of labo-
ratory experiments on natural rock samples and analogue materials, as
well as analysis of experimental results in two and three dimensions. The
first two papers concentrate on time-resolved 3D imaging experiment with
natural rock samples. Paper 1 explains the geological origin and miner-
alogical composition of the shale sample used in the experiments and the
processes underling fracture formation upon heating and organic matter
decomposition in the sample. Paper 2 gives an overview of the experi-
mental procedure and image analysis workflow, which were used to obtain
results presented in the first paper. The other two papers are based on
analogue experiments conducted using brittle gelatin gels. Paper 3 de-
scribes an investigation of the mechanism of fracture network formation
during draining of CO2 out of a gelatine layer. Paper 4 focuses on the
temporal evolution of the drainage network and the mechanism of fracture
opening and closing. Finally Paper 5 presents a study in which X-ray mi-
crotomography was used to characterize porosity distribution in weathered
rock samples.

During my PhD study I participated in two synchrotron micro-tomography
experiments at ESRF (Grenoble, France) in 2009 and 2012 (72 hours dura-
tion each), together with my supervisors Dag Kristian Dysthe and François
Renard, and PhD student Hamed Panahi. In 2009 I took part in the ex-
periment and was processing the obtained data. In 2010 I participated
in the application for beamtime, sample preparation and development of
experimental set-up, as well as conducting experiment and processing of
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acquired data. In March 2010 I followed five weeks of HERCULES course
(Higher European Research Course for Users of Large Experimental Sys-
tems), organized by University Grenoble 1 and providing training in the
field of Neutron and Synchrotron Radiation for condensed matter studies.
In April 2010 I participated in a three days course organized by Visualiza-
tion Sciences Group company, which provided training in analysis of 3D
tomographic images of rocks using the commercial software Avizo Fire.
During this course we were suggested an example workflow for process-
ing 3D images of shale core samples, acquired during ESRF experiment in
2009. I developed further and adapted this workflow in application to 3D
time-resolved image sequence acquired during heating of organic-rich shale.
Based on the results obtained I wrote one paper and contributed to another
one (paper 1 and 2). Also I participated in developing two experiments
based in the University of Oslo laboratory. First, I contributed to instal-
lation and testing of high pressure autoclaves with the goal to measure
pressure variation during heating of organic-rich shale samples. Second,
I built an analogue experiment to simulate fracture formation during gas
production in elastic media. Based on the last experiment I wrote two
papers (paper 3 and 4). I also was involved in collaboration with geol-
ogists. I contributed to studying pore structure in andesite rocks using
X-ray micro-tomography (paper 5).

Paper 1. This paper is based on the results obtained in the ESRF
experiment in 2009. My part was to perform all 3D image analysis and
process the image sequence obtained during heating of the shale sample
in tomographic experiment using Avizo Fire software, as well as analysis
of the processed images, measurements of fracture area and other charac-
teristics of 3D fracture pattern using Matlab and ImageJ. With the help
of my supervisors, I prepared all the figures, provided data interpretation
and discussion, wrote the article. Image correlation analysis and numerical
simulation was suggested by the co-authors, but I actively participated in
interpretation of the results, connection to the experiment and discussion.

Paper 2. This paper is based on the results obtained in the ESRF
experiment in 2009. My input was 3D image analysis of the image sequence
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obtained during heating of the shale sample in tomographic experiment
using Avizo Fire software.

Paper 3. My contribution to this work was to build the experimental
device to study the fracture formation process in a gelatine media during
CO2 generation by yeasts, as well as develop measurement techniques to
document the fracture propagation, healing and coalescence during gas flow
out of the fractures. I also developed complementary experiments used to
measure gas production, Hele-Shaw cell deformation and other parameters.
I performed all experiments described in the paper, created image analysis
workflow, processed all the images, videos and other experimental data and
performed statistical data treatment. The modelling part was performed
with the help of my co-authors. I prepared all the figures and wrote the
article.

Paper 4. This paper is based on the same experiments as paper 3.
I developed data analysis workflow, performed statistical data treatment,
interpretation of the results and discussion. I prepared all the figures and
wrote the article. The numerical section is a contribution of the co-authors.

Paper 5. My contribution to this paper was to develop 3D image anal-
ysis workflow to process X-ray tomography images of porosity in andesite
samples. I also analyzed pore size distribution data and prepared Figures
6 and 7.
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[1] To better understand the mechanisms of fracture pattern development and fluid escape
in low permeability rocks, we performed time-resolved in situ X-ray tomography imaging
to investigate the processes that occur during the slow heating (from 60° to 400°C) of
organic-rich Green River shale. At about 350°C cracks nucleated in the sample, and as the
temperature continued to increase, these cracks propagated parallel to shale bedding and
coalesced, thus cutting across the sample. Thermogravimetry and gas chromatography
revealed that the fracturing occurring at �350°C was associated with significant mass loss
and release of light hydrocarbons generated by the decomposition of immature organic
matter. Kerogen decomposition is thought to cause an internal pressure build up sufficient
to form cracks in the shale, thus providing pathways for the outgoing hydrocarbons. We
show that a 2D numerical model based on this idea qualitatively reproduces the
experimentally observed dynamics of crack nucleation, growth and coalescence, as well as
the irregular outlines of the cracks. Our results provide a new description of fracture pattern
formation in low permeability shales.

Citation: Kobchenko, M., H. Panahi, F. Renard, D. K. Dysthe, A. Malthe-Sørenssen, A. Mazzini, J. Scheibert, B. Jamtveit, and
P. Meakin (2011), 4D imaging of fracturing in organic-rich shales during heating, J. Geophys. Res., 116, B12201, doi:10.1029/
2011JB008565.

1. Introduction

[2] A wide variety of geological phenomena involve
the generation and migration of fluids in low permeability
rocks. For example, dehydration of sediments in subduction
zones generates large fluxes of water that rise along low-
permeability subduction interfaces, and provide a mecha-
nism for creep and/or slow earthquakes [Obara, 2002].
Similarly, the illitization of clays at depth and the produc-
tion of methane in organic-rich shales were suggested to
contribute to the development of overpressure and the for-
mation of piercement structures, which are manifest on
the surface as mud volcanoes [Mazzini, 2009]. Also, the
emplacement of magmatic bodies into sedimentary basins
induces rapid decomposition of organic matter, and the
resulting gases migrate through low permeability rocks in
quantities that may significantly alter the climate [Svensen
et al., 2004]. In all these geological systems, the migration

of a fluid through low permeability rocks is coupled with
deformation. This type of coupling between fluid flow and
deformation is also important in the primary migration of
hydrocarbons.
[3] Primary migration is the transport of hydrocarbon fluids

from extremely low permeability source rocks, in which
they are generated, to more permeable rocks through which
they migrate to a trap (reservoir) or to the surface. This
natural process is of both economic and fundamental interest.
As the organic-rich fine grained sediment from which
the source rock is formed is buried, the organic material
is transformed into complex high molecular weight/cross-
linked organic oil and gas precursors (kerogen). As the
burial depth increases, the temperature and pressure rise, and
kerogen decomposes into low molecular weight hydrocar-
bon fluids (gas and oil), which have much lower viscosities
than the kerogen. The generated hydrocarbon fluids escape
from the shale into secondary migration pathways, by pro-
cesses that remain enigmatic, in spite of decades of investi-
gation [Bjørlykke, 2010].
[4] Fracturing is commonly cited as a likely mechanism to

increase the permeability of source rocks and provide path-
ways for the generated hydrocarbons [Berg and Gangi,
1999; Lash and Engelder, 2005]. During kerogen decom-
position, generation of less dense fluids leads to pore pres-
sure build-up, which may cause fracturing of the host rock.
The presence of microcracks is commonly observed in thin
sections of recovered source rock samples [Capuano, 1993;
Marquez and Mountjoy, 1996; Lash and Engelder, 2005],
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suggesting that microcracks may be involved in fluid
migration.
[5] Under natural conditions, this fracture process takes

place at depths of several kilometers over millions of years,
making its monitoring impossible. Therefore, it is very
important to construct adequate models of primary migra-
tion. Several theoretical and numerical studies of fracture
formation in organic-rich shales have been described in the
scientific literature [Ozkaya, 1988; Jin et al., 2010]. Jin et al.
[2010] introduced a fracture mechanics model of subcritical
crack propagation and coalescence, based on the assumption
of linear elastic behavior of the rock. Although the model
provides an estimate of the fracture propagation time, the 3D
geometry and mechanism of fracture formation in hetero-
geneous shale remain unclear.
[6] To better understand the complex phenomenon of

hydrocarbon expulsion from very low permeability source
rock, we employed a new experimental approach – real-time
3D X-ray tomography – during gradual heating of a shale
sample coupled with thermogravimetry and petrography
analyses before and after heating. This study included only
unconfined samples, but it is an important step toward the

goal of unraveling the numerous and complex mechanisms
controlling primary migration.

2. Characterization of Green River Shale Samples

[7] The samples were obtained from an outcrop of the
organic-rich R-8 unit of the Green River Shale Formation
(Piceance Basin, northwestern Colorado). The formation
consists of Eocene lacustrine marl/silt sediments [Ruble
et al., 2001] with well-developed lamination and aniso-
tropic mechanical properties [Vernik and Landis, 1996]. It
contains organic matter (total organic content = 9.92 wt%
in analyzed samples) present in the form of patches of
kerogen, preferentially distributed parallel to the bedding
(Figures 1a and 1b). This part of the formation has never
been buried deeply enough to reach temperatures sufficient
to cause significant thermal maturation.
[8] Cylindrical core samples (5 mm height, 5 mm in

diameter) cut perpendicular to the bedding were prepared for
X-ray tomography. Thin sections were taken before and after
heating. Optical microscope images (Figures 1a and 1b)
highlight the micro-fabric of the uncooked shale consisting
of alternating lamellae of: coarser and lighter colored car-
bonate cemented layers rich in siliciclastic grains (e.g.,
quartz) and pyrite framboids; and darker and finer grained
clay-rich layers, containing greater amount of discontinuous
organic matter lenses.

3. 4D Imaging and Data Processing

[9] Time-lapse X-ray tomography 3D imaging of the
shale samples was carried out using beamline ID19 at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble,
France. This non-invasive imaging technique measures the
absorption of X-rays, to produce a 3D attenuation map.
[10] The prepared shale cylinder was placed in a home-

built furnace in contact with air, with no confining pressure,
and it was gradually heated in situ from 60°C to 400°C at
approximately 1°C/min. 68 3D scans of this sample were
taken, of which 28 were acquired during the heating phase
and the rest at 400°C. For all scans, 1500 radiographs were
acquired while the sample was rotated over 180°. The beam
energy of 20 keV allowed images to be captured with a
spatial resolution of 5 mm (5� 5� 5 mm3 voxels) and a time
resolution of 11–14 min per 3D scan. 3D raw-tomograms
representing the microporous structure of the sample at dif-
ferent stages of heating were constructed from the X-ray
data. The final volumes contained 8303 voxels coded in 8-bit
gray levels.
[11] The 3D images were processed in two ways. First, the

strain field was measured in a typical 2D vertical slice of the
volume, using digital image correlation [Rechenmacher and
Finno, 2004; Hild and Roux, 2006; Viggiani, 2009; Bornert
et al., 2010]. Second, in order to determine crack geometries
and track crack propagation, the shape, volume and
morphology of the cracks were analyzed in 3D using the
AvizoFire© software package. Quantitative analysis of
the crack formation required isolation of the cracks from the
rock matrix. Due to the small crack opening (4–5 voxels),
the following procedure was applied: first a binary mask
was used to delete the background; then an edge-preserving

Figure 1. Thin section images of Green River Shale
sample before and after heating. (a) Interlaminated silt and
clay-rich layers before heating. Here f indicates clay-rich
layers with a higher amount of kerogen lenses and c indicates
coarser layers with siliciclastic grains. (b) Detail of a kerogen
lens. (c) Image of the same sample after heating. Arrows indi-
cate the position of cracks developed during heating. Frac-
tures propagated mainly in the finer grained intervals where
the highest concentration of organic matter lenses was also
observed. (d) Detail of a crack filled with organic remains
(arrows).
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smoothing filter based on Gaussian smoothing combined
with a nonlinear diffusion algorithm was applied; then a
“watershed” procedure enabled individual cracks to be iso-
lated [Sonka et al., 1999]. The final result of this segmenta-
tion procedure was a series of cracks consisting of connected

voxels, marked by different labels/colors (Figure 2a and
Animations S1 and S2 of the auxiliary material).1

4. Observation of Deformation and Crack
Formation

[12] Correlation analysis and 3D image analysis were
performed to determine the deformation of the sample before
fracturing and the geometries of the developing cracks. The
spatial fluctuations of the attenuation maps (see Figure 2b)
served as markers when the digital correlation technique was
used to compare successive images. To calculate the
correlation matrix we used a correlation box of size 25 by
25 pixels (125 by 125 mm2), which enabled us to measure
the spatial distribution of micro-displacements.
[13] Between room temperature and 300°C, the shale

dilated anisotropically in the vertical (perpendicular to the
shale bedding) and horizontal (parallel to the shale bedding)
directions, and the strain curves showed a quasi-linear
increase with temperature, as expected for linear thermal
expansion (Figure 3a). The coefficient for thermal expansion
was determined to be 5.5 * 10�5/°C in the vertical direction
and 2.5 * 10�5/°C in the horizontal direction, which clearly
indicates the anisotropy of the shale, in agreement with other
studies on the same shale [Grebowicz, 2008]. At 300°C, the
vertical expansion started to deviate from linearity, which is
likely related to the onset of organic degassing before crack
formation. At a temperature of about 350°C the sample
undergoes rapid localized deformation owing to fluid gen-
eration and the onset of fracturing. When the sample breaks,
black structures corresponding to the newly formed cracks
appear in the images (see Figure 2b), which have no equiv-
alent in the preceding ones, thus ruining the correlation
technique. Moreover, after the sample fractures, global
movement of the sample occurs (translation and rotation),
with displacements from one data set to the next of ampli-
tude greater than 12 pixels, which was estimated to be the
maximum displacement that can be accurately measured
using the correlation technique. Even though the correlation
results during and after fracturing are not trustworthy, this
technique accurately determines the sample deformation
before fracturing occurs.
[14] With 3D tomography, we imaged 3 stages of fracture

propagation. The first microfracture pattern was detected at a
temperature of about 350°C. Figure 2a shows a 3D rendering
of the most opened fractures at T = 391°C (third time step)
and Figures 2b and 2c show a vertical slice through the
tomography image. The general direction of crack propa-
gation followed the shale bedding, and no perpendicular
fractures were observed (Figure 2b). Pyrite grains, observ-
able as bright spots in the tomography images (Figure 2c),
affected crack growth by pinning the crack front, and con-
trolling the out-of-plane fluctuations of the crack path.
[15] The fractures can be described in terms of two rough,

essentially parallel surfaces that enclose the fracture aper-
ture. Both surfaces can be described by height functions,
h1(x,y) and h2(x,y), where (x,y) is the position in the com-
mon plane. Figure 4a shows the topography of fracture
surface h1(x,y), where the fluctuation of surface function

Figure 2. Tomography images of the shale sample at
391°C, corresponding to the moment of maximum crack
opening. (a) 3D rendering of final crack network. Each color
defines an independent crack. (b) 2D slice showing (dark
color) elongated cracks that developed parallel to the bed-
ding. (c) Detail of Figure 2b showing a crack developed
around a pyrite grain (arrow).

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011JB008565.
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h1(x,y) around the flat plane (x,y) is indicated by the color
code. Cracks have essentially constant aperture widths - the
thickness function h2(x,y) - h1(x,y) (4–5 pixels, i.e., 20–25 mm,
see Figure 4b), and rough irregular outlines. The amplitude
of the topography variation is around 10–15 pixels (i.e., 50–
75 mm), as seen in the Figure 4a. The mid-plane (H(x,y) =
[h1(x,y) + h2(x,y)]/2) is also rough, and it fluctuates about a
flat plane – the “plane of the fracture.” The projections of
h1(x,y), h2(x,y) and ([h1(x,y) + h2(x,y)]/2 into this plane, in

a direction perpendicular to the plane, have a common
shape, which consists of a continuous region with rough
edges. When one fracture coalesces with another, a new
fracture is formed, and it can be described in terms of the
rough surfaces Hnew(x,y), h1

new(x,y) and h2
new(x,y). The

projections of these rough surfaces are also a common
shape, which consists of a continuous region with rough
edges. The planes of the coalesced fracture and the two
fractures that coalesced to form it are more-or-less parallel,

Figure 3. (a) Vertical and horizontal strain in a shale sample during heating. The linear relationship
between 70°C and 300°C corresponds to dilation of the sample due to thermal expansion. Because of the
anisotropy of the shale, the vertical and horizontal dilations are different. The vertical strain-temperature
relationship deviates from linearity at 300°C, at the onset of degassing. Failure of the correlation tech-
nique at 350°C corresponds to the fracturing of the sample. (b) Thermogravimetry (mass loss) and carbon
dioxide emission analyses in aerobic conditions. The change of slope on the mass loss curve at around
300°C occurs at the same temperature as the onset of CO2 production and corresponds to the onset
of kerogen decomposition. The gray shaded area indicates the temperature range of the tomography
experiment. The peak of CO2 production and mass loss at around 800°C corresponds to the decomposition
of carbonate. (c) Growth of the area of the biggest crack as a function of pressure (% of maximum applied
pressure) in the 2D lattice model. Numbers 1–3 are the three stages of crack evolution corresponding to
nucleation, growth and coalescence (see corresponding snapshots 1–3 in Figure 5b). (d) Fracture evolution
in the experiment. Growth of the surface area of the largest crack (in % of the sample cross-sectional area
and in mm2) as a function of temperature. The slight decrease of fracture surface area observed after 390°C
is attributed to partial crack closing after fluid expulsion.
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and also quasi-parallel to the shale lamination. Viewed from
“above,” in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
fractures and the lamination, the fractures are continuous,
and they grow and coalesce in three successive stages
(Figure 5a). As the temperature rose, cracks nucleated (1),
grew and coalesced in a quasi-static manner (2) until they

spanned the sample (3). The growth of the surface area of
the biggest fracture with increasing temperature is shown in
Figure 3d.

5. Organic Decomposition Induces Fracturing
in the Shale

[16] Thin sections were studied in order to compare
petrographic characteristics of the shale before and after
heating. Before heating, organic precursors, which were
preferentially oriented parallel to the shale bedding, could
be distinguished throughout the sample (see Figures 1a and
1b). After heating, an abundance of cracks, partially filled
with residual organic material, was distributed parallel to
the bedding (Figures 1c and 1d). Petrographic observations
revealed that cracks propagated mainly in the finer grained
layers where the highest concentrations of organic matter
lenses were observed (Figures 1a and 1c). The coarser
grained layers, where quartz grains and pyrite framboids
were present in higher concentration, also displayed better
cementation with larger calcite crystals. The preferential
location of fracture propagation is ascribed to two main
factors: (1) Higher amounts of organic matter (kerogen
lenses), which decomposes leading to fluid formation,
internal pressure build up and eventually fracture initiation
and propagation. (2) Finer grained intervals are less
cemented than the coarser grained ones and they fracture
more easily.
[17] The link between hydrocarbon generation and

fracturing was tested using thermogravimetry and gas
chromatography. Aerobic and anaerobic (nitrogen) thermo-
gravimetry analyses on 500 mg samples were performed to
investigate the presence of organic and inorganic carbon
(carbonates) using a ATG/SDTA 851 Mettler Toledo
apparatus. We monitored mass loss of the sample during
heating at 10°C/min in air or nitrogen between 20°C and
1000°C. The loss of mass during heating occurred in dis-
tinct stages (Figure 3b), and the temperature range of each
stage indicates the nature of the component that evaporates.
We also used gas chromatography (GC 5890-MS 5973
Agilent) to analyze the gas that escaped (water, CO2, and
organic volatiles) during heating at a rate of 5°C/min in air.
The first step of mass loss (Figure 3b) in the temperature
range 300–450°C corresponds to the release of various
organic molecules (alkanes, alkenes, toluene, xylenes),
water and CO2 (first peak on CO2 emission plot) and indi-
cates decomposition of organic matter. The second step of
mass loss around 600–800°C indicates decomposition of
carbonates. A similar behavior was observed when nitrogen
was used instead of air with two peaks of CO2 release
located at the same temperatures.
[18] Figure 6 shows the correlations between strain evolu-

tion, mass loss, CO2 emission and fracture surface area
growth. Comparing the temperatures of degassing, mass loss
and hydrocarbon release with the temperature of fracturing
onset, we conclude that fracturing was induced by overpres-
sure in the sample caused by organic matter decomposition.

6. Discrete Model of Crack Propagation

[19] Based on the experimentally observed fracturing
behavior (Figure 5a), a two dimensional (2D) model of

Figure 4. Reconstruction of the (a) topography and
(b) thickness of a fracture extracted from Figure 2a. The
circular central region in each image was removed because
of a data acquisition artifact. The outer circle defines the
boundaries of the sample. In Figure 4a fluctuation of
fracture surface height h1(x,y) around the fracture plane
(x,y) is indicated by the color scale. The fracture front is
irregular. The topography is created by small heterogene-
ities (i.e., pyrite minerals) that pin the fracture during its
propagation. In Figure 4b the fracture thickness, taken as
the difference between the upper surface h1(x,y) and lower
surface h2(x,y) of the fracture, is indicated by the color
scale. The thickness is quasi-constant and it is perturbed
by pyrite inclusions.
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in-plane crack nucleation and growth due to internal pres-
sure increase was developed (Figure 7). The choice of a 2D
model is based on the observation of planar mode 1 cracks
that follow the layering of the shale and the focus on in-
plane dynamics rather than the placement of cracks and
relation between cracks normal to their plane. To reproduce
key characteristics of the crack growth process including the
merging of small cracks and the very irregular crack shapes,
we used a statistical fracture model [Alava et al., 2006]. The
main parameter needed is the variability of local strength,
and the model neglects long range effects of the stress field.
The model includes neither the kinetics of kerogen decom-
position nor the elastic properties of the source rock, and
therefore it cannot quantitatively predict threshold tem-
peratures and pressures, or rates of primary migration. The
objective of the model is to find the minimum number of
features that explain the observed behavior. The macro-
scopic fracture threshold and kerogen transformation
kinetics are important to predict at what temperature and
rate these phenomena occur, but they do not help us
understand how the fracture evolves. The percolation like
evolution of the fracture, as opposed to the nucleation of a
single fracture that propagates rapidly through the shale,
which would be predicted by a macroscopic elastic model
with a distributed pressure build-up, shows that the material
disorder may cause the slow formation of percolating fluid
pathways for expulsion of hydrocarbon fluids at pressures
much smaller than those needed to completely fracture the
shale. The model focuses on a layer of shale that fractures

more rapidly than nearby layers because it has a higher ker-
ogen content. The layer is modeled by using a regular square
lattice in which every site represents a small organic-rich

Figure 5. Comparison of crack evolution in the experiment and numerical model. (a) Crack propagation
dynamics during heating in the experiment. View of the cracks in a kerogen rich layer viewed from a
direction perpendicular to the average plane of the cracks. (1) Numerous small cracks nucleated at
�350°C. Each crack is indicated by a different color. (2) Cracks grew and merged with increasing temper-
ature. (3) Ultimately all cracks merged into a single sample-wide crack. The circular central region in each
image was removed because of a data acquisition artifact. (b) 2D lattice model at three stages of crack
development: nucleation (1), growth (2) and coalescence (3) of cracks (see three stages of the area growth
(1–3) in Figure 3c).

Figure 6. The correlation between vertical strain evolution
(perpendicular to the shale lamination) during heating, mass
loss, CO2 emission and growth of fracture area in the shale
sample. The onset of the mass loss and CO2 emission corre-
sponds to decomposition of organic material. The nonlinear
strain growth in the vertical direction, which is caused by
internal fluid pressure buildup, leads to the fracturing at
340°C.
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shale element. Each site is characterized by a randomly
assigned breaking threshold sc,i. The pressure in the lattice
rises incrementally during each time step and, when it
exceeds the breaking threshold ( pi > sc,i), the site fractures to
represent either nucleation of a new crack or growth of
a pre-existing crack. This relaxes the stress, which is
distributed equally to the nearest non-broken neighbors
(long-range elastic interactions are neglected), bringing them
closer to failure. The distribution of stress was implemented
by reducing the breaking threshold, sc,i → sc,i - ds, for all
nearest non-broken neighbors. Dimensionless units were
used for the pressure and breaking thresholds. Each crack is
represented by a cluster of broken sites. As soon as sites
belonging to different clusters become adjacent, both clus-
ters are merged to form a single crack, and all the merged
sites are given the same label/color.
[20] Figure 5b shows three successive snapshots during a

simulation. In the early stage, the system contains many
small independent cracks. Each crack has a rough front, and
over time, individual cracks grow slowly and merge until the
whole plane is covered. Figure 3c displays the increase of
the area of the crack that was the largest at the end of the
simulation. Crack growth occurs in three stages: (1) the
microcracks are all separated and their surface areas grow
gradually; (2) the cracks start to coalesce, the rate at which
the fractured area increases accelerates, and growth in the
total fracture area is dominated by distinct jumps; and (3)
ultimately the system is dominated by one large fracture,
with an area that grows by intermittent increases (see also
the corresponding snapshots 1–3 in Figure 5b and Anima-
tion S3 of the auxiliary material). The qualitative trend of the
fracture area growth in the simulation (Figure 3c) is similar
to that observed in the experiment (Figure 3d).
[21] The model is similar to the fiber bundle model with

local load sharing, which has been intensively used to model
material failure [Pradhan et al., 2010]. We suggest that it
can be applied to other geological systems in which chemi-
cal reactions induce volume increase and stress build-up in
rocks. These systems are widespread and include, apart from
primary migration of hydrocarbons, weathering of rocks

near the surface [Røyne et al., 2008] and dehydration of
serpentines in subduction zones [Jung, 2004].

7. Discussion and Conclusion

[22] Time-resolved high-resolution synchrotron X-rays
tomography was performed during gradual heating (from
60 to 400°C) of organic-rich immature shales. At 350°C the
nucleation of many small cracks was detected. With further
temperature increase these microcracks propagated parallel
to the shale bedding, coalesced and ultimately spanned the
whole sample.
[23] The central point of our work is the observed corre-

lation between hydrocarbon expulsion and fracturing within
the sample. To do this, we combined thermogravimetry, gas
chromatography, strain analysis and 3D observation of
fracture formation and analyze the data in 3 steps:
[24] 1. Analyzing tomograms, we found that fracturing

begins at a temperature of about 350°C.
[25] 2. Using thermogravimetry, we determined that the

sample started to loose mass in the same temperature range
(about 350°C). This alone does not provide us with the
composition of the lost material.
[26] 3. Using gas chromatography, we determine that the

gases expelled at temperatures near 350°C were mainly
oxidized hydrocarbons, and we conclude that they originate
from kerogen decomposition.
[27] In the literature, some shale rocks are reported to

contain horizontal (in the direction of shale bedding) mode I
fractures as well as vertical (perpendicular to the shale
bedding) fractures. The presence of vertical fractures indi-
cates that the maximum stress is vertical [Olson, 1980;
Smith and Chong, 1984]. However, at shallow depths,
where the magnitudes of both the vertical and horizontal
stresses are similar, horizontal hydro-fractures of significant
lateral extent can be created due to anisotropy of shales
[Thomas, 1972; Jensen, 1979]. Horizontal fractures are also
observed to develop in clay-rich shales in response to high
overpressures during maturation [Littke et al., 1988], even
in regions where the vertical stress is larger than the hori-
zontal stress. The reason for this is thought to be the strong

Figure 7. Sketch of the 2D discrete model. (a) The rock layer is modeled by a lattice of sites with assigned
breaking thresholds. When a site fractures the stress is distributed equally to the non-broken neighbors,
bringing them closer to failure. Two fractured neighbors are called a continuous crack. (b) The cracks
grow by including new neighboring broken sites. When two cracks coalesce they form a bigger crack.
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lamination of these shales [Lash and Engelder, 2005].
Theoretical studies [Ozkaya, 1988] also showed that vertical
cracks are unlikely to form by oil generation and the excess
of oil pressure is sufficient to cause lateral fracturing if the
aspect ratio of kerogen patches is sufficiently large.
[28] In nature petroleum generation takes place in the

80–150°C temperature range, and this occurs typically over
time periods of 1–100 million years (up to 500 million in
some geological situations). The heating rate for a basin like
the North Sea is 1–2°C/million years, but during rapid
sedimentation and subsidence the heating rate is as high as
10°C/million years [Bjørlykke, 2010]. In our experiments,
conducted in a much shorter time, fracturing was observed
to occur in the temperature range of 300–400°C.
[29] The decomposition of kerogen involves a very large

number of coupled chemical reactions, and a temperature
dependent rate constant is associated with each reaction.
In general, the rates of these reactions can be repre-
sented approximately by the Arrhenius function Ki =
AiT

nexp(�Ei
a/RT), where Ki is the rate constant for the

ith reaction, Ai is its frequency factor, Ei
a is its activation

energy, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temper-
ature. In most cases, n is small, the temperature dependence
is dominated by the exponential term and the Arrhenius
equation is often expressed in the form Ai′exp(�Ei

a/RT).
The overall rate of the organic maturation process, K, can
also be represented by a similar Arrhenius function K =
Aexp(�Ea/RT), although the nature of the decomposition
products is also somewhat temperature dependent. If the
activation energy, Ea, is large enough, the maturation rate
increases rapidly with increasing temperature, and this
explains why a higher temperature can be used to accelerate
the maturation process and achieve a maturation time that is
short enough to conduct laboratory experiments.
[30] Under natural conditions cracks form during matura-

tion at lower temperature, and because of the low rate of
pressure buildup crack growth is probably a slow subcritical
fracturing process. Based on theoretical calculations by
[Ozkaya, 1988], we can estimate the conditions for the
initiation of lateral cracking. [Ozkaya, 1988] considered a
linearly elastic and isotropic source rock containing isolated
kerogen flakes enclosed in an impermeable shale matrix,
and showed that the aspect ratio of the kerogen particles
may influence the initiation of horizontal microcracks in the
source rock beds under maximum vertical principal stress.
Initiation of microcracks as a function of kerogen flakes
shape occurs when:

DP
2w

h
� 1

� �
> Sv 2 � kð Þ þ C; ð1Þ

where Sv is the principal vertical stress, k is the lateral to
vertical stress ratio, C is the strength of the rock, DP is the
excess oil pressure induced during kerogen decomposition,
w is the characteristic length of the kerogen particles, and h is
the thickness of kerogen particles. For example, for the ker-
ogen patch shown on the Figure 1c, the aspect ratio is w/h =
50 mm/3 mm ≈ 16. For k = 0.75, DP = 5 Mpa, C = 10 MPa
[Ozkaya, 1988], equation (1) indicates that lateral fracturing
may occur if the vertical stress Sv is lower than 116 MPa,
which corresponds to a depth h smaller than 4000 m.

[31] One limitation of this calculation is the assumption
that the kerogen patches are surrounded by impermeable
rock. In reality, shales have very small permeabilities and the
transformation reaction is slow. The generated fluids may
migrate through the rock matrix without producing pressure
gradients that are large enough to cause fracturing. However,
magma emplacement in sedimentary basins may result in
much higher maturation rates and the rapid production of
hydrocarbon fluids may cause rapid internal pressure build
up and fracture generation.
[32] To summarize our observations, correlation analysis

monitoring of the deformation of the sample indicated
abrupt swelling perpendicular to the bedding just before
cracks formation began. Petrography observations showed
that the main cracks initiate in the finer grained clay-rich
layers where a higher amount of organic matter is present.
Thermogravimetry and gas chromatography analyses
showed that the sample began to lose significant mass and
release water, CO2 and hydrocarbon gasses at about 350°C.
These observations support a scenario in which the kerogen,
present in thin lenses, starts to decompose around 350°C,
causing volume increase and internal pressure build up
leading to fracturing. The fracturing mechanism observed
experimentally, including crack formation and crack geom-
etry, was successfully reproduced by a 2D “fiber-bundle”
lattice simulation. The success of the statistical fracture
model indicates that material disorder and local elastic
interactions play a key role in the development of the
observed percolation like fracture. The implication is that
percolating low permeability fluid pathways are formed in
the shale long before macroscopic fracturing occurs.
[33] In the present study we do not characterize fracturing

of source rocks under natural conditions. In particular, no
confinement was applied to the sample. We therefore sug-
gest that the results of our experiments can be directly rele-
vant to better understand induced fracturing of shales located
at shallow depth or outcrops, where the confinement pres-
sure is low. More generally, the methods developed here will
be relevant for future studies under more realistic conditions.
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Abstract –Experiments in which CO2 gas was generated by the yeast fermentation of sugar
in an elastic layer of gelatine gel confined between two glass plates are described and analyzed
theoretically. The CO2 gas pressure causes the gel layer to fracture. The gas produced is drained
on short length scales by diffusion and on long length scales by flow in a fracture network, which
has topological properties that are intermediate between river networks and hierarchical fracture
networks. A simple model for the experimental system with two parameters that characterize
the disorder and the intermediate (river-fracture) topology of the network was developed and the
results of the model were compared with the experimental results.

Introduction. – The formation of many branched,
hierarchical networks such as rivers, blood vessels, leaf
veins, lightning, etc. are the responses of physical sys-
tems to the transport of fluids, substances dissolved in
fluids or charge. Such directed tree networks are efficient
transport systems and they have characteristic statistical
properties [1–4]. It has been postulated that river net-
works and the landscapes associated with them minimize
hydrodynamic energy dissipation [3]. The evolution of
river networks is controlled primarily by erosion, an in-
teraction between flowing water and the landscape that
does not extend beyond the local drainage basin [4].

Fracture networks are localized strain responses to
stress beyond the elastic limits of solids and the fracture
network characteristics can reveal the nature of the elastic
loading, be it external shear, compression or tension, or
generated by material shrinkage [5–7] or by overpressured
fluids inside the solid [8]. Even if the fluid pressure in
fractures is increased only locally, the elastic interactions
are long ranged and local pressure increases may have long
range effects such as triggering earthquakes [9, 10]. While
the statistical topology of river networks has been investi-
gated for almost 70 years [11], the statistical description of
fractures [12] has only recently been extended to fracture
network topologies [13].

Hydraulic fracturing, used by the petroleum industry
to enhance the permeability of reservoir rocks, is induced
by injecting a fluid at high pressure into the rock via a
cased, cemented and perforated well. In some geological
processes large fluid pressures are generated pervasively
inside very large rock volumes and the fluid is expelled
and transported out of the system. For example, in sub-
duction zones hydrous minerals are subject to increasing
pressure and temperature until they are no longer ther-
modynamically stable and form anhydrous minerals and
hydrous fluids with a smaller solid volume but larger to-
tal (solid plus fluid) volume [9]. Magmas are formed by
partial melting of the Earth’s mantle, the melt segregates
and moves through the crust to form volcanic intrusions,
oceanic crust and volcanoes [14]. As they are progressively
burried, organic rich shales are heated and the organic ma-
terial is thermally decomposed into low molecular mass
hydrocarbons with lower densities and viscosities. The
transport of these lighter hydrocarbons through the virtu-
ally impermeable shale to adjacent high permeability rock
layers is called primary migration and if the shale layer is
thick the hydrocarbon drainage must occur via fractures
generated in the shale [15].

Although the generation and drainage of fluids in sub-
duction zones, magmas and organic rich shales have each
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been extensively investigated, the focus of these investiga-
tions has been on physical, chemical and geological details
rather than generic phenomena. In all of these systems,
the solid is under confining stress, a fluid is generated
internally in the solid and above some length scale, the
fluid migrates through fractures generated in the solid.
Here, a set of experiments, a simple theory and an al-
gorithmic model for a system with these characteristics
are presented. This system demonstrates the evolution of
a new class of networks, drainage fracture networks that
are intermediate between river networks and hierarchical
fracture networks. River-like drainage networks with loops
has been mentioned as topologically possible, but less ef-
ficient, network in studies of transport efficiency [1]. Here
we explore the physical reasons why they exist in our ex-
periments and possibly in Nature.

Experimental set-up. – The experimental set-up
consists of a Hele-Shaw cell with a gel containing water,
gelatin, sugar and yeast. When the yeast consumes the
sugar it produces CO2 and CO2 bubbles nucleate and
evolve into gas filled fractures. The gas is transported
along these cracks to the edges of the gel layer. The
Hele-Shaw cell consists of two 300x300x10 mm glass plates
clamped together and separated by 3 mm.

The Hele-Shaw cell was filled with liquid gelatine solu-
tion after cleaning the inner surfaces with detergent and
distilled water to ensure good adhesion between gelatine
and glass. A gelatin solution was prepared by dissolving
58 g of gelatine sheets (from Gelita) in 1 dm3 of boil-
ing water (100◦ C). 7.5 g of sugar was dissolved in the
gelatine solution, which was then cooled to 30◦ C, mixed
with 2.5 g of baking yeast and stirred well to homogenize
it. Half of the liquid solution was poured into an area of
L×L, L=250 mm of the Hele-Shaw cell and the other half
was poured into a bottle connected to a gas volume me-
ter. Both solutions were kept in a refrigerator at 6◦ C for
10 hours to obtain a solid, homogeneous gel. It is assumed
that the yeast particles are homogeneously distributed on
large scales and variations in the particle size and local
number density (and gas production rate) are treated as
quenched disorder.

Four experiments were conducted under similar condi-
tions at room temperature (17±1◦ C), where the gelatine
is a transparent, brittle, nearly elastic solid [16]. Two
experiments (Exp1, Exp2) were performed with the same
concentration of yeast and sugar (as described above). In
the other two experiments (Exp3, Exp4) half and double
the amounts of yeast and sugar were used. At 17◦ C,
yeast is activated, consumes sugar and produces CO2 gas.
Fracture nucleation and propagation was imaged every
minute at a resolution of 9 pixels/mm. Measurements of
the bubble sizes and fracture apertures have an estimated
accuracy of ±0.1 mm. Digital image correlation analy-
sis showed that the motion of the camera was ≤ 1 pixel
length.

Results. – After ≈ 2 hours fracture nucleation and
growth began and the fractures transported gas to the
edges of the gel. Development of the fracture pattern con-
tinued for an additional 20 hours until the “final” pattern,
shown in Figure 1, was obtained.

Fig. 1: Original and processed optical images of Exp1. A:
Original image of fracture pattern at time t=22h. B: Processed
binary image used for further analysis of network topology and
geometry. The boundary of the gelatine layer is not confined
and it is the drainage perimeter.

In parallel with the fracture experiment, the bottle for
measuring the gas production rate, γ, was held at the same
temperature as the Hele-Shaw cell. In the Exp1 and Exp2
the gas production rate increased steadily from zero, after
≈ 2 h the production rate had reached ≈ 0.7 ml/h and at
20 h it peaked at ≈ 2 ml/h.

Dynamics of fracture nucleation and growth. The first
tiny bubble appeared in the gel after about 2 hours from
the beginning of the experiment and 10-20 bubbles nucle-
ated during the next 20 hours. Bubbles grew until they
reached a diameter of approximately l0 = 2.3 ± 0.2 mm
and then changed into elongated cracks with sharp tips
after 12±3 min. However, for about 50% of the fractures,
an initial bubble nucleation and growth stage was not
observed with the image resolution used in these exper-
iment (see movies in the Supplementary Material). Crack
tips propagated with increasing velocity, at both ends of
the fractures, unless they became blunted or closely ap-
proached the boundary of the gelatine layer or another
crack. During the free propagation regime, before cracks
started interacting with other cracks or with the boundary,
the crack length evolved with time as:

l = l0 exp (t/τ), (1)

where t is the time since fracture nucleation. The increase
in the timescale, τ with increasing gas production rate,
γ, could be represented by τ = 0.54/γ − 0.20 ± 0.017 h.
Each crack tip either propagated until it connected to an-
other fracture or reached the gel boundary, or it slowed
down and eventually halted inside the gel matrix, form-
ing a dead end. When a fracture was not connected to
other fractures or the gel boundary, its aperture a in-
creased with time due to increasing gas pressure until a
maximum aperture of approximately 3 mm was reached
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along most of the fracture length. When two cracks inter-
sected their apertures changed rapidly indicating pressure
equilibration. When a crack reached the gel boundary, its
aperture collapsed as the gas drained from the system in
less than one second. Once a crack formed, it continued to
serve as an intermittent drainage pathway that closed and
opened. New fractures nucleated and propagated until a
steady state fracture pattern stabilized, see Fig. 1A.
To analyze the development of the fracture pattern, the

images of fractured gelatine were processed such that all
pixels that were once covered by a fracture were preserved
in accumulated images that represent the development of
the fracture network. The final accumulated fracture pat-
tern for experiment Exp1 is displayed in Fig. 1B).

In most cases, both crack tips propagated linearly, with
about the same velocity, until they reached a distance
of λe = 10±5 mm from another crack or a distance of
20±5 mm from the gel edge. In such instances they would
slow down, speed-up, or change direction, depending on
the circumstances. We will refer to λe as the elastic inter-
action length.
Using digital image correlation [17], the motion of tracer

particles in the gel and of the gel edges was tracked. When
cracks open, new volume is generated in the system, but
no systematic expansion of the gel in the plane of the
Hele-Shaw cell was found. However, by using an LVDT
displacement sensor (Omega Engineering), we found that
the glass plates confining the gel moved in the direction
perpendicular to the plane of the Hele-Shaw cell plane,
allowing the gel to increase in thickness. The total deflec-
tion of the plates corresponded to a total volume increase
of (1.9 ± 0.1) × 10−6 m3. Since the gel is essentially in-
compressible, this corresponds to the volume of the gas
trapped in the fractures and the largest total volume of
the open fractures was estimated from image analysis to
be (2.2± 0.1)× 10−6 m3.

Fig. 2: A, B: Nucleation sites and fracture labeling in Exp1
(A) and Exp2 (B). The fractures are distinguished by their
colours and their numbers indicate the order in which they
appeared. The red circles mark the nucleation sites.

Spatial distribution of fracture nucleation. To char-
acterize the mechanisms of crack formation and growth
we analyzed to what degree new fractures nucleate either
in the middle of unfractured domains, near existing frac-

Fig. 3: Map of distance, r(x, y) to the nearest fracture right
before and after the nucleation of fracture 10 in Fig.2A. A: A
line from (x10, y10) in the direction ∇r(x10, y10) up to the po-
sition of the local maximum of r, rmax,10 is drawn in black. B:
Shows how the distance map is changed immediately following
the nucleation of fracture 10.

tures, or randomly. When a crack formed it was assigned
a number indicating the order in which it was formed as
shown for experiments Exp1 and Exp2 in Fig. 2 A and B.
Distance maps as shown in Fig. 3 were computed where
the colour indicates the distance r(x, y) from the coordi-
nate (x, y) to the closest fracture or free boundary. For
each nucleation event i, the distance ri, position, (xi, yi)
and gradient ∇r(xi, yi) were determined just before nu-
cleation occurred. On a line through (xi, yi) in the di-
rection ∇r(xi, yi), the local maximum of r is denoted
rmax,i. The normalized distance ri/rmax,i =0 or 1 cor-
respond to nucleation at an existing fracture or in the
middle of an unfractured domain. The cumulative distri-
bution N(r/rmax > ri/rmax,i), which is plotted in Fig. 4,
characterizes the degree of randomness in the locations
of the nucleation sites and is fitted by N = (ri/rmax,i)

μ,
μ = 1.94. μ ≤ 1 (the exact value depends on the shape of
the unfractured area) corresponds to completely random
nucleation and μ → ∞ corresponds to deterministic nucle-
ation in the middle of an unfractured domain. The inset
shows the cumulative distribution of ri and demonstrates
that there is a minimum distance between nucleation sites
and preexisting fractures.

Fracture growth direction. The direction of fracture
propagation from the nucleation point was measured and
it was found that the distribution of angles between the
fracture directions and the distance gradients, ∇r(xi, yi),
was uniform between 0 and 90 degrees.

Analysis of steady state fracture pattern. The steady
state fracture network shown in Fig. 1B was skeletonized
and all intersections of fractures (blue circles in Fig. 5A)
and fracture tips (red squares in Fig. 5A) were identified
and labeled as nodes. A fracture may be divided into seg-
ments consisting of the part of the fracture between two
adjacent nodes or between a node and an end of the frac-
ture and these segments are identified by different colours
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Fig. 4: Cumulative distribution of the normalized distances,
ri/rmax,i, from nucleation sites to the nearest drainage inter-
face. Green data points correspond to Exp1, red to Exp2. The
black dots correspond to randomly generated networks using
the fragmentation fracture model. The continuous line is a
fit of the data using the function y = xμ, μ = 1.94. The in-
set shows the cumulative distributions of ri. This indicates
that there is a minimum distance between nucleation points
and preexisting fractures, rmin of about 5 and 10 mm in the 2
experiments.

in Fig. 5A, (the outer boundary is considered to be one
continuous segment).

Fig. 5: Characteristics of the fracture network of Exp1. A:
Fracture segments labeled with different colours. Blue discs
indicate junctions between segments and red squares indicate
dead ends. B: Fracture network coloured according to the frac-
ture generation number, nC , of fracture C intersecting frac-
tures A and B: nC =max(nA, nB) + 1, Black: 0, Blue: 1,
Green: 2, Yellow: 3, Light blue: 4, Red: 5

At each node we measured the angles between intersect-
ing segments. There were two distinct peaks: one in the
range 180 ± 5◦ and the other in the range 90 ± 10◦. By
joining segments that intersect at angles about 180◦, we
reconstructed the continuous fractures which formed by
propagation from a single nucleation point. This fracture
pattern has a temporal order of nucleation (see numbering
in Fig. 2). In addition a hierarchical order can be defined

such that if fracture C ends at fractures A and B its gener-
ation number is nC =max(nA, nB) + 1, where nA and nB

are the generation numbers of fractures A and B [6]. The
draining perimeter is considered to be generation 0. In the
experiments, up to five fracture generations (n = 5) were
measured. In Figure 5 B, the fractures of Exp1 have been
colour coded to indicate their fracture generation num-
bers. A fracture is “younger” than the youngest fracture
it forms a junction with. One possible alternative gener-
ation numbering scheme emphasizing the drainage aspect
of the network would be n′

C =min(n′
A, n

′
B) + 1, which

corresponds to numbering of river segments in a drainage
basin. Using this scheme the highest drainage generation
is n′ = 3.

Discussion and conclusion. – The experimental re-
sults were used to propose a mechanism of fracture nu-
cleation and propagation. We now demonstrate that the
fracture network has intermediate statistical properties
between those of river-like and hierarchical fracture-like
patterns.

A diffusion-nucleation model for fracturing. The pro-
duction of CO2 provides the energy required for fracturing
the gel and the fracture network evolution depends on the
coupling between CO2 transport and elastic interactions in
the matrix. The observation that fractures initiate as bub-
bles far away from existing boundaries suggest that crack
nucleation is not determined by elastic interactions. We
therefore propose the following diffusion-nucleation model:

1. Most of the generated CO2 is dissolved into the gel,
which consists of 95% water. The solubility and
diffusion coefficient of CO2 in the gel are approxi-
mately the same as in pure water, c0 = 1.8 g/l and
D = 1.85 · 10−9 m2s−1 [18]. The dissolved CO2 has
negligible mechanical effects on the gel matrix.

2. Bubbles nucleate when CO2 generation leads to local
supersaturation in the gel. Nucleation is heteroge-
neous and only a small supersaturation is required.

3. As bubbles grow they begin interacting elastically
with the gel matrix and a transition from bubbles
to fractures occurs.

4. The subsequent fracture propagation is driven by the
gas pressure on the fracture walls which induces elas-
tic stresses in the material.

Growth of a single fracture. After a fracture has nu-
cleated it propagates when the gas pressure exceeds some
critical value pc. When fractures propagate slowly the gas
pressure is constant and equal to pc. Using the ideal gas

approximation pc =
nCO2

RT

V =const., the change in frac-
ture volume is

dV

dt
=

RT

pc

dnCO2

dt
. (2)

The fracture aperture is limited to a = 3 mm due to adhe-
sion of the gel to the walls of the Hele-Shaw cell and the
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Drainage fractures

volume of gas in the fracture is V ≈ lah, where l is the
fracture length and h = 3 mm is the distance between the
glass plates. During propagation of a single fracture we
assume a constant CO2 flux, φ, over the fracture surfaces

φ =
dnCO2

dt

1

2lh
= const. (3)

The expression

l = l0 exp(
2φRTt

pca
), (4)

for the fracture length can be derived by combining equa-
tions (2) and (3) and integrating. Here, l0 is the inte-
gration constant, which characterizes the critical length
above which a gas bubble evolves into a fracture. This
corresponds to equation (1), which was used to fit the ex-
perimental data and comparison of equations (1) and (4)
indicate that 1/τ ∝ φ ∝ γ.

Size of unfractured domains. Various factors control
the final configuration of the fracture network. Since the
gas production rate is virtually constant for a long period
after the last fracture has stopped propagating we assume
that the system reaches a quasi steady state in which the
fracture network drains the gel matrix sufficiently to hin-
der further fracturing. Using a diffusion-nucleation model,
the characteristic size of unfractured domains, for which
loss of CO2 by diffusion is sufficient to prevent nucleation
of new fractures can be estimated.
Consider a gel segment bounded by two parallel frac-

tures separated by a distance 2δ. Assuming a constant
CO2 production rate, γ, the steady state equation for the
concentration field in the gel is:

D∇2c+ γ = 0. (5)

We assume that the flux φ of CO2 across a fracture surface
is proportional to the difference between the concentration
c of dissolved CO2 at the surface and the concentration
required for chemical equilibrium with the gas pressure
p = kHc in the fracture, i.e.

φ = D
dc

dx
|x=±δ = k(

p

kH
− c(±δ)), (6)

where kH is the Henry’s coefficient and k is a rate constant
of CO2 evaporation from the gel. The solution of (5) is:

c(x) =
p

kH
+

γδ

k
+

γ

2D
(δ2 − x2). (7)

We assume that to nucleate a bubble a critical supersatu-
ration cc = pc/kH is needed. Inserting c(x = 0) = cc into
equation (7) we may solve for the critical distance δc and
find two scaling regimes:

• Diffusion limited (k → ∞), δc =
√

2D
γ

pc−p
kH

∝ γ−1/2

• Evaporation limited (D → ∞), δc =
k
γ

pc−p
kH

∝ γ−1

It follows that in the diffusion limited case γ1/2δc should
have a constant value and γδc should have a constant
value for the reaction limited (evaporation limited) case.
In Exp1 the mean production rate was γ = 1.6 ml/h
and 2δc = 22.2 mm (γδ = 17.76, γ1/2δ = 14.0) and in
Exp4 the mean production rate was γ = 6.2 ml/h and
2δc = 10.7 mm (γδ = 33.2, γ1/2, δ = 13.3). This is con-
sistent with the diffusion limited model, but not with the
reaction limited model. The shape of the cumulative dis-
tribution function (for ri/rmax,i) shown in Figure 4, with
μ = 1.94, is also consistent with the diffusion limited sce-
nario, but not with the reaction limited model since in the
reaction limited limit μ ≤ 1.

Elastic interactions, directed networks and loops. The
short range of the elastic interactions is a consequence of
the adhesion between the gel and the essentially rigid walls
of the Hele-Shaw cell. A three dimensional solid full of
gas filled fractures will also have a limited elastic interac-
tion length due to the “screening” by open fractures. The
elastic interaction between fractures in the model system
results in the opening and closing of fracture apertures
at junctions, which act as valves to the gas flow. This
dynamic process, causing intermittent gas release, will be
described in detail in a future communication. The adhe-
sion between the gel and the glass walls of the Hele-Shaw
cell also imposes an effective confinement on the system
similar to the effects of compressive elastic stress on a
three dimensional system. Under such confining condi-
tions, neighbouring fractures in analogous three dimen-
sion systems will interact in a similar manner - when the
aperture of one fracture increases due to increased fluid
pressure it will increase the compressive stress on neigh-
bouring fractures and this will reduce their apertures.

It should be noted that although δc ∼ rmin ∼ λe ∼
10mm in experiments Exp1 and Exp2, the similarity be-
tween λe and the other lengths is fortuitous. The elastic
interaction length λe does not depend on the gas produc-
tion rate as do δc and rmin and elasticity does not control
δc and rmin.

The direction of gas flow follows the direction of the
pressure gradient, but because confinement induces elastic
interactions between fractures and nearby fractures and
junctions, which may act as valves when the gas pressure is
reduced, the direction of the pressure gradient is not static.
Because of the “valve closing” effect, fractures that are
connected at one end to a fracture network that reaches
the edge of the gel may propagate at the other end until
that end also contacts a preexisting fracture. The end
result is a network with loops. A hierarchical fracture
network [6, 7] is ideally fully connected.

Model of fracture propagation. A simple model that
captures some of the essential features of our experimen-
tal system and incorporates river-like and hierarchical
fracture-like networks as limiting cases was developed. A
lattice model of size L × L was used, where L is the size
of the gelatine layer. Fractures nucleate and propagate
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Fig. 6: Fragmentation fracture model with ω = 0.36 shown at
three stages of evolution, lt/L = 2.2, 5.1, 8.56. The lines are
coloured according to the fracture generation number, nC , of
fracture C intersecting fractures A and B: nC =max(nA, nB)+
1, Black: 0, Blue: 1, Green: 2, Yellow: 3, Light blue: 4, Red:
5.

sequentially and form a “final” pattern when the system
is completely drained, i.e. when the cumulative fracture
length in the pattern exceeds or equals the cumulative
fracture length lt. lt/L is 8.5 in Exp1 and 8.7 in Exp2.
The nucleation sites are chosen according to a probability
distribution P (x, y) that depends on the distance from the
site to the nearest fracture or boundary. We chose a power
law distribution such that the probability of nucleating a
fracture at site (x, y) is:

P (x, y) = r(x, y)μ−1/
∑
x,y

r(x, y)μ−1, (8)

where r(x, y) is the distance from the nearest fracture or
the boundary. This choice is justified by the experimen-
tal distribution (Figure 4), where the power law exponent
was determined to be μ = 1.94 ± 0.06. The black dots
in Figure 4 show the resulting cumulative distribution of
ri/rmax,i of nucleation points for 20 realizations of the
model. This demonstrates that although the model was
constructed with a different metric from that used to mea-
sure μ an exponent of μ = 1.94 makes the model nucle-
ation distribution lie within the range of uncertainty of
the experimental nucleation distribution.

Once a nucleation site is selected, the fracture orienta-
tion is randomly selected as horizontal or vertical. The
fracture propagates by the same distance in both direc-
tions until it reaches and forms a junction with another
fracture or the system boundary. At this instance the
fracture may either cease to grow because it is drained by
the joining fracture (with probability 1-ω), or it may con-
tinue to grow until the other end meets an existing fracture
(with probability ω). ω = 1 corresponds to all fractures
connected at both ends which is typical of a hierarchical
fracture pattern [6]. ω = 0 corresponds to all fractures
connected at one end only which is typical of river net-
works. The probability ω of a network can be deduced
from the ratio between the number of dead ends, nd, and
the number of junctions, nj :

nd

nj
= 1−ω

1+ω and ω are 0.41

and 0.32 for Exp1 and Exp2.

Conclusion. The generation and exsolution of CO2 in
a gel filled Hele-Shaw cell generated a new type of drainage

fracture network with topological properties intermediate
between those of directed river networks and hierarchical
fracture networks. The valve-like opening and closing of
fracture apertures at fracture junctions plays an impor-
tant role in the formation of this type of fracture network.
Diffusion of CO2 in the gel inhibits the nucleation of new
fractures in the vicinity of preexisting fractures and a sim-
ple random nucleation model that takes this and the prob-
ability that fracture propagation stops before both ends of
the growing fracture reach other fractures, reproduces key
characteristics of the experimental fracture network.
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[1] A 10 m thick andesitic sill intrusion from the Neuquén Basin, Argentina, shows
spectacular examples of spheroidal weathering and Liesegang banding. The Liesegang
patterns demonstrate how andesite blocks, initially cut out by a preweathering joint set, are
subdivided by fractures formed during the spheroidal weathering process. The stresses
that cause fracturing originate from the growth of ferrihydrite and calcite in the pore
space of the andesite, partly at the expense of original ilmenite, amphibole, and
plagioclase. The porosity evolution and fracture formation during progressive
weathering was characterized by scanning electron microscopy studies, X-ray computed
tomography, and He- and Hg-porosimetry. Fresh andesite has a porosity of
approximately 8%, and a major fraction (>80%) of the pore volume is composed of
pores less than 10 mm in diameter. The extent of pore filling during weathering
increases with pore size. Pores more than 100 mm are almost completely filled by an
intimate intergrowth of calcite and ferrihydrite, whereas pores less than 10 mm are filled
less than 50%. The fracturing associated with spheroidal weathering is caused by
mineral growth in the largest pores, which account for 10%–20% of the total porosity.
The periodic precipitation of the weathering product to form Liesegang bands indicates a
significant supersaturation threshold before nucleation commences. The increase in the
weathering product growth rate with increasing size is therefore most likely due to higher
nucleation probabilities in larger pores.

Citation: Jamtveit, B., M. Kobchenko, H. Austrheim, A. Malthe-Sørenssen, A. Røyne, and H. Svensen (2011), Porosity
evolution and crystallization-driven fragmentation during weathering of andesite, J. Geophys. Res., 116, B12204,
doi:10.1029/2011JB008649.

1. Introduction

[2] The interface associated with the propagation of a
weathering front into fresh rocks is of importance because it
is the region where the biosphere interacts most strongly with
the geosphere. It has recently become known as the base of
the “Critical Zone” [cf. Brantley et al., 2007]. The complex
patterns and processes associated with the advancement of
this interface, as well as the morphology of landforms and
landscapes, are likely to be affected both by the hetero-
geneities in the unweathered bedrocks and by the weathering
process itself. While some authors favor major controls by
preexisting structures [Twidale, 2002; Vidal Romani, 2008],
others emphasize pattern-forming instabilities arising during
the weathering processes [Strudley et al., 2006; Chan et al.,
2008].
[3] Spheroidal weathering is a well-known pattern for-

mation process associated with weathering in a wide range
of lithologies and climate zones. It has previously been

interpreted as a process largely controlled by preexisting
fractures, in which the role of weathering is mainly to round
off the corners of blocks cut out by a network of fractures
using an “onion-skin” spallation process to produce the
observed “corestones” [Ollier, 1971; Turner et al., 2003;
Fletcher et al., 2006]. However, recent studies of reaction-
driven fracturing indicate that the weathering process itself
may contribute to fracturing and division of corestones into
smaller domains by corestone splitting [Røyne et al., 2008;
Jamtveit et al., 2009]. Because of the continuous production
of reactive surface area, this reaction-driven fracturing may
significantly accelerate the weathering process.
[4] This article focuses on spheroidal weathering of an

andesitic sill from the Neuquén Basin in Argentina.
Because of the pronounced Liesegang banding of cor-
estones separated by various generations of fractures, this
andesite presents an unusually unambiguous record of cor-
estone evolution and associated fracturing during spheroidal
weathering. The weathering-driven fragmentation of pre-
existing andesite blocks can clearly be observed. The fresh
andesite has a significant porosity (�8%), and the evolution
of the pore structure during weathering reactions was
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray

1Physics of Geological Processes, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway.
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computed tomography (CT), and Hg-porosimetry. In contrast
to previous studies, which suggest that fracturing during
spheroidal weathering is caused mainly by volume-expanding
reactions [Fletcher et al., 2006; Buss et al., 2008; Røyne et al.,
2008], this study emphasizes the influence of stresses gener-
ated by precipitation of weathering products in the largest
pores of the original rock. The pore fluids become supersat-
urated with respect to carbonates and ferrihydrite during
hydrolysis and oxidation of ferrous Fe released from the
magmatic minerals. This supersaturation drives both the for-
mation of Liesegang bands and the fracturing processes.

2. Geological Setting

[5] The Neuquén Basin is located on the eastern side of the
Andes Mountains in Argentina and central Chile, between
32°S and 40°S. The basin comprises Late Triassic to early
Cenozoic sequences covering an area of more than
120,000 km2, with up to 6000 m of preserved marine and
continental stratigraphy [e.g., Gulisano and Gutiérrez
Pleimling, 1995; Cobbold and Rossello, 2003]. The sedi-
ments consist mainly of shale, sandstone, and carbonate,
reflecting the varying depositional environments in the basin
through time. The volcanic deposits formed during Andean
subduction zone volcanism are also abundant. The weather-
ing patterns in the andesitic to dacitic sill intrusion shown in
this study were observed and sampled near Cuesta del
Chihuido in southern Mendoza. Several sill intrusions out-
crop in a road section along the RN 40, about 30 km south
of the city of Malargüe. The intruded sediments are a part of
the Malargüe fold and thrust belt, formed as a result of
Mesozoic rift inversion during tertiary compressional orog-
eny [Manceda and Figueroa, 1995]. The sills are hosted in
the Vaca Muerta Formation in the Mendoza Group, a marine
limestone-shale unit of Tithonian to Berriasian age, that is,
Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous, respectively [Leanza
and Hugo, 1978]. The age and regional extent of the sills are
poorly determined, and no radiometric ages are available.
However, a recent study suggests that the sills were
emplaced as a part of the Huincán eruptive episode during
the late Miocene [Nullo et al., 2005].

3. Fracturing and Domain Division

[6] The 8–10 m thick sill intrusion has a sharp and
somewhat undulating lower contact with the underlying
Vaca Muerta formation (Figure 1), and it is divided into
columns by a conjugate set of subvertical joints (Figure 2a).
One set strikes about 70°NE and has a spacing of 1–2 m, and
the other strikes 130°N–140°E and has a more narrow
spacing (often <0.5 m). The resulting andesite columns are
further split into blocks by horizontal joints, often confined
to individual columns with spacings similar to or somewhat
less than the most widely spaced vertical joints (Figure 2b).
[7] Figure 2c shows one such “block” and how it evolved

during spheroidal weathering. The rings that can be observed
in Figure 2c are a mixture of “onion-skin” fractures, formed
by spallation, and Liesegang bands. The brown Liesegang
bands are relatively enriched with ferrihydrite (see in the
following). The spacing of the spheroidal cracks is usually
0.5–3 cm, whereas the spacing between the Liesegang bands

is typically 2–5 mm. Most of the rings seen in Figure 2c are
therefore Liesegang bands.
[8] During weathering, the block initially cut out by the

jointing processes was subdivided into at least three major
domains (I, II, and III, as shown in Figure 2c). Domain III
was further subdivided into IIIA and IIIB, before IIIA split
into IIIAa and IIIAb. This process has sometimes been
referred to as twinning [cf. Sarracino and Prasad, 1989] but
may include several generations of twins. The domain-
splitting fractures do not cut Liesegang bands or onion-skin
fractures encapsuling the same domain, nor do they cut
preexisting domain-splitting fractures. This subdivision of
domains is an example of a hierarchical fragmentation pro-
cess [Iyer et al., 2008; Røyne et al., 2008].
[9] Figure 3 shows an example of a block subdivided into

four parts, which have each developed into subspherical
shapes by spheroidal weathering. The central horizontal
fracture (arrow) includes a central calcite vein surrounded by
a brownish layer relatively enriched with ferrihydrite (see in
the following). A polished section of the lower right-hand
block is shown in Figure 3b. This block was cut for a bulk
rock analysis, thin sectioning, CT scanning, and Hg- and
He-porosimetry.

4. Mineralogy and Microstructures

[10] Mineral compositions were obtained by a wave-
length-dispersive analysis using a Cameca SX100 electron
microprobe at the Department of Geosciences, University of
Oslo. Natural minerals and synthetic phases were used as
standards. The accelerating voltage was 15 kV, and the beam
current varied between 10 and 15 nA. The counting time was
10 s on both peak and background. Data reduction was
carried out with the Cameca PAP software package.
[11] The original magmatic mineralogy is dominated by

euhedral plagioclase, amphibole (≈5 vol %), ilmenite, and
apatite with interstitial quartz, albite, and K-feldspar. Pla-
gioclase crystals commonly display oscillatory zoning with a
range in composition from An30–40 to An40–50. Their grain
sizes range from about 50 mm to ≈5 mm. Amphiboles are
dominated by pargasites and pargasitic hornblende. Even in
the best preserved rocks, chlorite occurs among the inter-
stitial minerals, and it is presumably formed by deuteric
alteration during the last stages of cooling of the magmatic
rocks.
[12] The alteration of the magmatic andesite mineral

assemblage was analyzed with reference to the corestone as
shown in Figure 3. The weathering products (notably car-
bonates and ferrihydrite) are present throughout this cor-
estone, but the progress of weathering increases toward the
rim. The weathering reactions and products are shown in
Figure 4. The feldspars from the central area are fresh with
visible oscillatory zoning. Alteration of rims with the gen-
eration of secondary porosity and formation of albite may
have been a result of late magmatic alteration rather than
weathering. Toward the margin of the corestones, the pla-
gioclase crystals often indicate that cores have been partly
altered to albite and calcite. The plagioclase core regions are
connected to the matrix by a set of subparallel fractures
(Figure 4a).
[13] Ilmenite grains are often euhedral, and former exso-

lution lamellae, presumably composed of hematite, are still
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visible. However, fresh ilmenite was not detected in this
corestone. Most grains, even in the corestone cores, are
highly porous and fractured (Figure 4b) and have suffered
both major Fe loss and hydration, reaching Fe/Ti ratios of
1:3 and H2O contents up to 10 wt %. The most extensive Fe
loss can be observed as darker regions near fracture junc-
tions on the backscattered electron images. The fracture
patterns (Figure 4b) resemble shrinkage patterns formed by
tensile stresses and could conceivably form in response to
mass loss during Fe leaching. Ilmenites frequently contain
inclusions of magmatic apatite and zircon.
[14] Amphibole from the core region is partly replaced by

dolomite and smectite (Figure 4c). Toward the corestone
margin, amphibole grains are more extensively altered,

internally fractured (Figure 4d), and invariably contain cal-
cite rather than dolomite as the carbonate phase.
[15] The complex intergrowths of carbonates and ferrihy-

drite containing variable amounts of Si, Al, and Ca are
common throughout the corestone. In the core region, these
intergrowths may contain calcite, dolomite, and siderite
within the same submillimeter domains and may appear to
have precipitated along with euhedral quartz crystals
(Figure 4e). However, Mg-bearing carbonates are found
only in the central regions of the corestones. In the area that
displays Liesegang bands and spheroidal fractures, only
calcite is found, often as a complex intergrowth with ferri-
hydrite (Figure 4f). The Liesegang bands are in fact char-
acterized by high ferrihydrite and calcite contents.

Figure 1. (top) Geological map showing the setting of the studied andesite sill within the Upper Jurassic
Vaca Muerta shale-limestone formation near Malargüe in the Neuquén Basin. (bottom) Outcrop showing
the lower contact of the 8–10 m thick andesite sill intrusion in the Vaca Muerta shale-carbonate sequence.
The road cut strike direction is roughly 120°N.
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[16] The fresh andesite has a porosity of approximately
8% (see in the following). The subspherical pores exceeding
100 mm in diameter are common (Figure 5a). These fre-
quently contain euhedral quartz crystals, and they are often
coated with chlorite. In weathered andesite, the pore struc-
ture is significantly modified. All pores have diameters less
than 100 mm. The large pores present in the original rock
seem to have been filled with a fine-grained intergrowth of
carbonates and Fe-hydroxides (Figure 5b). However, the
weathered rocks contain abundant microfractures, which are
not present in the fresh andesite. These are typically dilated

grain contacts around preexisting pores filled with weather-
ing products (Figure 5b).

5. Mass Transfer

[17] A bulk rock analysis by standard inductively coupled
plasma–mass spectrometry methods was performed on var-
iably weathered andesites. Strictly speaking, the composi-
tional range overlaps the andesite-dacite boundary. The
results for total Fe contents (expressed as Fe2O3 contents)
are shown in Figure 3c. Three fresh andesite samples with
no ferrihydrite have Fe2O3 contents in the range 3.0–3.4 wt %.

Figure 2. Lower sill contact with joints and “corestones.” (a) The vertical joints strike 70°NE and have a
characteristic spacing of approximately 1 m. Horizontal joints typically terminate toward the vertical joints
and may have formed subsequently. (b) A conjugate set of joints strike 130°N–140°E and are more closely
spaced, usually a few decimeters. These three sets of joints separate blocks (corestones) of andesite typi-
cally around 1� 1� 0.5 m in size. (c) A single corestone subdivided into smaller domains (I–III) by inter-
nal fracturing (see text). Domain III is further subdivided into IIIA and IIIB, before IIIA split into “twins”
IIIAa and IIIAb. The brown-colored striation is a combination of Liesegang bands and “onion-skin”
fractures.
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The extensively Liesegang-banded corestone shown in
Figure 3b has increased Fe2O3 contents in the range 3.7–
3.8 wt %, but no detectable core-to-rim variation. The
highest Fe2O3 contents (4.4–4.6 wt %) were found around
the central horizontal fracture as shown in Figure 3a. For
the other components, no systematic weathering-related con-
centration shifts were found. However, the carbon required
to form carbonates in the corestones must have been exter-
nally derived as the fresh andesite does not contain carbon-
bearing phases.

6. Quantification of Porosity Evolution

[18] He-porosities were measured to a precision of 0.15%
in a double-cell Helium porosimeter at the Core Laboratory

of the Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland
(GEUS). The densities were measured using a standard
pycnometer with an estimated precision of about 0.02 g/cm3.
The fresh andesite has a measured density of 2.47 g/cm3. On
the basis of the mineralogical composition, a nonporous rock
would have a density of 2.65–2.70 g/cm3. An inferred
porosity of 7%–9% prior to weathering is consistent with the
measured He-porosity of 8.0%. The weathered corestone in
Figure 3b has a density of 2.53 g/cm3, measured on 1–2 cm3

sized samples, with no significant core-to-rim variation.
Thus, a slight density increase is associated with the
weathering process.
[19] The unfractured core of the corestone has a He-

porosity of 7.5%–7.8% (two samples measured), whereas
two samples of the Liesegang-banded layers (“rindlets”

Figure 3. (a) Four corestones rounded by spheroidal weathering. (b) A polished cross section of the
stone in the lower-right corner of Figure 3a. This corestone contains numerous Liesegang bands and five
“onion-skin” fractures (arrows). Characteristic spacing between rings: Liesegang bands, 2–5 mm; onion-
skin fractures, 0.5–3 cm. (c) Bulk rock Fe2O3 contents for the fresh (area 1) and weathered andesites from
the corestone shown in Figure 3b. Numbers correspond to locations on the corestone. The fresh andesites
(area 1) are from the same outcrop a few meters away from these corestones. He- and Hg-porosimetry per-
formed for approximately 2 cm3 samples from the unfractured core (areas 2 and 3) and for Liesegang
banded (but macroscopically unfractured) areas 5 and 6. CT scans were carried out on somewhat smaller
(0.1–0.2 cm3) samples collected between layers 3 and 4 (innermost “onion-skin” fracture) and between
layers 4 and 5 (second innermost fracture). He- and Hg-porosity values are given for samples cut out from
the various locations indicated by numbers in Figures 3a and 3b.
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according to the terminology used by Buss et al. [2008] and
others), collected between the macroscopic “onion-skin”
fractures have measured porosities of 8.5% and 11.4%.

6.1. X-Ray CT

[20] One fresh and four weathered andesite samples from
the corestone shown in Figure 4 were characterized by CT
scanning using the Nikon Metrology model XT H 225 LC

Figure 4. Backscattered electron (BSE) image of microstructures from the corestone shown in Figure 3b.
(a) Plagioclase (Plg) crystal with an originally An-richer core partly altered by a mixture of albite (Ab) and
calcite (Cc). Note the fractures that connect the core region to the feldspar rim. (b) Fe- and Ti-oxide/
hydroxide (Fe/Ti ratio ≈ 2:3) pseudomorphing magmatic ilmenite. The replacement process is associated
with a significant Fe loss and the generation of porosity and what appears to be a network of tensile cracks
within the domain of the original ilmenite grain. The regions near the crack network are more Fe depleted
than the surrounding regions (darker color on this BSE image). The bright grains are apatite. (c) Pargasitic
amphibole (Amp) in plagioclase matrix from the central part of the corestone partly replaced by dolomite
(Do). The dark mineral is a hydrous Fe-Al-Si-rich sheet silicate, possibly a smectite. (d) Amphibole crystal
from the outer, fractured part of the corestone partly replaced by a mixture of calcite and a sheet silicate
with chlorite-like composition. (e) Complex carbonate intergrowths from the corestone center including
Do, siderite (Sd), and Cc. Sd also occurs intergrown with ferrihydrite-like oxide/hydroxide (Fh). Qz refers
to quartz. (f) Complex intergrowth of calcite and ferrihydrite from the fractured part of the corestone. No
Mg-carbonates are found in this region.
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industrial type CT scanner at the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute. The voxel size was in the range of 5.2–7 mm for 5–
7 mm sized cube-shaped samples, and the software package
Avizo Fire was used for data analysis and image processing.
The pore structures of andesite samples were obtained by
thresholding the CT data to make the image consistent
with petrographic observations and independent measure-
ments of porosity and pore size distributions inferred from
Hg-porosimetry (see in the following). The resulting pore
structures for the fresh andesite and samples containing the
innermost and second innermost, onion-skin fractures (see
Figure 3) are shown in Figure 6. The pore size distributions
and cumulative distributions are shown in Figure 7. Pore sizes
smaller than 10�6 mm3 have been ignored in the analysis
because a pore diameter of approximately 10 mm approaches
the CT spatial resolution.
[21] For the fresh andesite, the pore volume consisting of

pores exceeding the lower cutoff of 10�6 mm3 contributes a
porosity of approximately 1%, with several pores exceeding
10�2 mm3 and an apparently homogeneous distribution of
pores (Figure 6a). The pore size distribution (Figure 7a)

Figure 6. (a) CT representations of pores in the fresh
andesite, (b) innermost “onion-skin” fracture zone (between
rindlets 3 and 4 in Figure 3b) with numerous microfractures,
and (c) macroscopic onion-skin fracture (NW-SE orienta-
tion) with a smaller crosscutting fracture collected between
rindlets 4 and 5 as shown in Figure 3b. Porosity in the bulk
of the weathered andesite between the fractures is also visu-
alized. Note that no pores are as large as the largest pores
seen in Figure 6a.

Figure 5. Secondary electron image of the surface of the
(a) fresh and (b) weathered andesites. Note the large sub-
spherical pore in Figure 5a. Dark arrows in Figure 5b indi-
cate inferred preexisting pores that are now filled with a
fine-grained mixture of ferrihydrite and calcite. White
arrows indicate microfractures inferred to have formed dur-
ing growth in the preexisting pores.
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displays an apparent power law scaling for pores greater
than 10�4 mm3 (Figure 7b). The corresponding slope of
approximately �1.0 is comparable to the pore size distri-
bution for the larger vesicle fraction in volcanic rocks [cf.
Klug et al., 2002]. In contrast, weathered andesite from the
area with onion-skin fractures (see Figure 3b) has a much
smaller number of large pores (ignoring the macroscopic
onion-skin fractures themselves; Figure 7a). No pores larger
than 10�2.5 mm3 were observed. The pore size distribution is
much steeper and corresponds to a power law exponent of
approximately �1.25 (Figure 7b) for the cumulative distri-
bution. This exponent is larger than that usually determined
for fresh igneous rocks. The steep slope continues toward
pore sizes below 10�5 mm3, implying that the weathered
rocks have a higher number of small pores, relative to the
number of large pores, than the unaltered rock.
[22] Figure 7c shows that the degree of pore filling

(defined as the relative difference in the number of pores
occupying a given pore-volume interval between weathered
and unweathered andesite) decreases with decreasing pore
size. Pores with volumes greater than 10�3.5 mm3 are almost
completely filled during weathering, whereas pores with
volumes lesser than 10�5 mm3 are less than 50% filled.
Linear extension of the trend observed for this volume range
to pore volumes smaller than the resolution of the CT scans
would indicate that pores with volumes lesser than 10�6 mm3

(or �10 mm in diameter for spherical pores) would be nearly
empty.
[23] The innermost onion-skin fracture (Figure 3b) is not a

single well-defined macroscopic crack such as the one seen
for the outermost onion-skin fractures. It is a narrow zone
consisting of multiple microfractures. Figure 7b shows the
CT representation of these microfractures. As the aperture of
many of these are near or below the CT resolution, the image
should not be interpreted as a “true” image of this zone
because many of the microfractures that appear to be
unconnected in the image may well be connected by sub-
resolution-scale fractures. We still believe that Figure 7b
gives a correct impression of the qualitative features of this
“fracture zone.” A similar microcrack system, close to an
unfractured corestone in weathered granites in Galicia, was
described by Bisdom [1967].

6.2. Mercury Porosimetry

[24] Hg-porosimetry measurements were carried out at the
Core Laboratory of the GEUS using a Micromeritics
Autopore-IV porosimeter. Hg capillary pressure was mea-
sured with an injection sweep from vacuum to 60,000 psi
(400 MPa). Pore throat sizes can be measured from 200 mm
down to �3 nm, covering pore size distributions in the
micro-, meso-, and macropore range.

Figure 7. (a) Pore size distribution (number of pores N(Vp) as a function of pore size (Vp) for pore size
intervals of 0.0226 mm3) for the fresh andesite (N1) and weathered andesite from region 5 (N5) normalized
to the values for the interval with the largest number of pores. (b) Cumulative distribution of pore sizes for
the fresh and weathered andesites. (c) Degree of filling (in %) of pores as a function of pore size.
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[25] The Hg-injection data gave lower porosities than the
He-data. The fresh andesite gave 5.7% porosity, the
unfractured cores of the corestone shown in Figure 3 (area 2)
gave 5.2%, whereas two samples of the Liesegang-banded
rims gave 5.5% and 6.0% porosity. Thus, 20%–30% of the
overall porosity present in the andesite (fresh or weathered)
was not accessible to Hg. This implies that a substantial
fraction of the pores have pore throats that are too narrow for
Hg to enter. Under these analytical conditions, this indicates
that pore throat radii are less than about 5 nm. Figures 8a
and 8b show the frequency distribution of pore throat radii
obtained for the fresh andesite and Liesegang-banded
weathered andesite (area 5 in Figure 3). The fresh andesite
shows a total range in pore throat radii of 2–180 nm, with a
maximum around 20 nm (Figure 8a). The inferred pore

diameter [cf.Washburn, 1921] ranges from 4 nm to 140 mm,
with a maximum near 10 mm. The weathered andesite shows
a distinctly different distribution of pore throat radii with two
distinct peaks (Figure 8b). One peak corresponds to the peak
for the fresh andesite near 20 nm, whereas the other and
slightly higher peak is near 200 nm. The total range in pore
throat radii is also much larger for the weathered sample (2–
1075 nm). The inferred range of pore diameters is similar for
unaltered andesite, but the fraction of large pores is higher
with a maximum frequency near 35 mm. This is in contrast to
the results from analysis of the CT data that indicate a
reduction in the abundance of large pores in the weathered
samples. The discrepancy is clearly related to the fact that
the resolution of the CT images is insufficient to record
microfractures with a fracture aperture less than approxi-
mately 10 mm, and the assumptions made when Hg-injection
data are interpreted in terms of pore sizes and pore size
distributions [cf. Capek and Hejtmanek, 2009].
[26] On the basis of the SEM and CT observations,

we interpret the second (and highest) peak in the Hg-
porosimetry data to reflect the presence of the micro-
fractures. The microfractures may have “pore throats” that
are much larger than those associated with even the largest
subspherical pores in the original andesite but still small
enough to be unobservable in the CT images.

7. Discussion

[27] Previous models for spheroidal weathering of igneous
rocks, including both the formation of rindlets by surface-
parallel spallation processes [e.g., Chapman and Greenfield,
1949; Fletcher et al., 2006] and the hierarchical fragmenta-
tion of corestones [Røyne et al., 2008], have attributed frac-
turing to volumetric expansion during oxidation and/or
hydration of the original, essentially nonporous, magmatic
rock. As has been demonstrated by numerous articles on
frost damage [e.g., Taber, 1929; Everett, 1961; Walder and
Hallet, 1986] and salt weathering [Espinosa-Marzal and
Scherer, 2010], this approach is generally inadequate for
the porous systems open to exchange of mass with the
environment.
[28] Both the CT and Hg-porosimetry data clearly dem-

onstrate that the weathering process is associated with a
marked change in the pore structure. The growth of the
weathering products is confined to large pores, while smaller
(even nanoscale) pores stay open during weathering. More-
over, grain boundary dilation and generation of micro-
fractures can be observed around the largest pores during
weathering.
[29] The precipitation of pore-filling material from super-

saturated solutions is well known to generate stresses suffi-
ciently high to cause fracturing, and this can lead to rapid
fracturing associated during weathering in a range of sys-
tems, including concrete and other porous materials [cf.
Goudie and Viles, 1997; Scherer, 2004]. In this study, the
andesite is emplaced in carbonate-bearing sedimentary rocks,
and fractures in the andesite are commonly filled with calcite.
Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the fluid involved in
the weathering reactions is calcite saturated even before
entering the andesite. During interaction with the magmatic
mineralogy, weathering-related hydrolysis of magmatic sili-
cates and oxides will consume protons and increase the pH of

Figure 8. Distribution of pore throat radii for the (a) fresh
and (b) weathered andesites (from region 5) obtained by
Hg-porosimetry.
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the pore fluid. Moreover, dissolved Fe from amphibole and
ilmenite hydrolysis is expected to become oxidized by the
infiltrating fluids under these near-surface conditions. This
will drive both carbonate and ferrihydrite precipitation
through a set of coupled reactions:

ðR1Þ Ca2Fe5Si8O22 OHð Þ2 actinoliteð Þ þ 14Hþ

¼ 2Ca2þ þ 5Fe2þ þ 8SiO2 quartzð Þ þ 8H2O

ðR2Þ Ca2þ þ HCO�
3 ¼ CaCO3 calciteð Þ þ Hþ

ðR3Þ 2Fe2þ þ 1

2
O2 þ 3þ nð ÞH2O

¼ 2FeOOH � nH2O ferrihydriteð Þ þ 4Hþ;

where n is a stoichiometric coefficient accounting for vari-
able water contents in the ferrihydrite. In this case, actinolite
(Ca2Fe5Si8O22(OH)2) is representative of any magmatic
mineral in terms of consuming protons during hydrolysis.
The weathering of ilmenite and plagioclase would, in a
similar way, consume protons and produce Ca and Fe ions,
respectively. SiO2 is a weathering product commonly
observed to grow in the pore space along with carbonate and
ferrihydrite (Figure 4e). The formation of the weathering
products (calcite and ferrihydrite) is favored both by the
proton consumption and by the production of cations (Ca and
Fe) during hydrolysis of the original magmatic minerals. At
the same time, the proton production during the formation of
the weathering products provides a positive feedback to the
hydrolysis of the magmatic minerals.
[30] The weathering process is an autocatalytic reaction.

Once started, the progress of this reaction can only be halted
by precipitation in the pore space to reduce either the reac-
tive surface area or to limit the access of externally derived
components by clogging the connected pore structure. The
externally derived components include H2O, HCO3

�, and O2.
Reactions (R1)–(R3) can be combined to conserve either
protons or divalent cations. Conserving Fe and Mg requires
an external source of protons. If Fe is supplied externally, as
indicated in Figure 3, the overall reaction may conserve
protons and Ca2+.
[31] The pervasive weathering of meter-sized blocks such

as those observed in Figures 2 and 3 indicates that these
processes were inefficient. Thus, a central question is: What
processes maintain the porosity during weathering? On the
basis of the observations described earlier, it is clear that the
porosity is maintained in two ways: Small pores do not
become filled with weathering products, and the growth of
weathering products in the large pores cause them to expand
to produce new porosity through microfracturing. The
expansion by microfracturing eventually leads to macro-
scopic spalling of layers to produce the observed onion-skin
fracturing and rindlet formation.

7.1. Stress Generation Mechanism

[32] Supersaturation of pore fluids implies that mineral
growth in the pores may generate a significant local stress
and may potentially cause porosity and permeability gen-
eration by fracturing processes. An explicit relationship
between supersaturation (W = ion activity product/solubility

product) and the stress generated by crystal growth in a pore
can be expressed as [Steiger, 2005]:

Dpc ¼ RT

v0
ln W� gclkcl; ð1Þ

whereDpc is the deviatoric “pressure” (stress) defined as the
difference between the pressure on the advancing crystal face
and the pressure of the surrounding liquid. For small pores
(<0.1 mm), curvature effects must be taken into account.
In equation (1), gcl is the crystal-liquid interfacial energy,
kcl is the local curvature, R is the Boltzmann constant, n0 is
the molar volume, and T is the temperature.
[33] Because of the surface energy effects on crystal sol-

ubility, increased supersaturation levels may be maintained
in submicron-sized pores. Thus, a rock with a broad initial
distribution of pore sizes may thus experience growth in the
larger pores, while crystals in small pores may even dissolve
[Everett, 1961; Emmanuel and Berkowitz, 2007]. In terms of
the distribution of deviatoric pressures generated by the
growing crystals, it is expected that a steady state will be
reached at a given value of W, in which an equilibrium
pressure is exerted in the largest pores in the system, and a
distribution of lower pressures (down to zero) is observed in
the smallest pores.
[34] For a porous rock in which the individual pores are

subject to an internal crystallization pressure, the mechanical
response will depend on the distribution of individual stress
intensity factors KI. Because KI scales with the square root of
the pore size, large pores may expand by subcritical crack
growth, while small pores remain unfractured. Macroscopic
fracturing, such as the onion-skin spalling process observed
during spheroidal weathering, may arise either through link-
ing of individual microfractures formed during “popping” of
a sufficient number of the larger pores or as a response to the
elastic stresses generated by inflation of nonfractured pores.
In this study, we observe abundant microfractures around
pores filled by the weathering products. We also observe that
the innermost onion-skin related fracture (or rather fracture
zone) is composed of a number of microfractures. Thus, the
macrofractures are probably at least to some extent formed by
coalescence of microfractures.
[35] Treating the rock as a continuum deformed by

expansion of pores, the crystallization pressure (Dpc) will
result in an expansion of the rock analogous to thermal
expansion, and the strain ɛ is given by [Espinosa-Marzal
and Scherer, 2010]

ɛ ¼ bScDpc
K

; ð2Þ

where K is the bulk modulus of the rock, b is the Biot
coefficient of the rock (b = 1 � K/Ks where Ks is the bulk
modulus of the solid part of the rock), and Sc is the volume
fraction of expanding pores. When crystallization-driven
stress is building up in the outer layer of the rock volume, it
is free to expand in the direction normal to the rock surface
but constrained in the direction parallel to the surface. The
resulting surface-parallel stress is given by [Timoshenko,
1970]

s ¼ 3Kɛ; ð3Þ
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When the elastic energy built up in the outer layer of the
rock becomes sufficiently large, it spalls by the formation of
fractures parallel to the surface. The spalling of a surface
layer due to edge loads was analyzed by Hutchinson and Suo
[1991] for a 2-D geometry, and they found that the elastic
strain energy is large enough to drive a surface-parallel crack
when the thickness of the layer (assuming a uniform surface-
parallel stress) is given by

h ¼ 2GE
s2

; ð4Þ

where h is the thickness of the layer, E is the elastic modu-
lus, and G is the surface energy of the rock. In this study,
the average thickness of the layers spalled off during sphe-
roidal weathering is about 2.5 cm. For typical values of
E (2 � 105 MPa) and G (200 Pa), this corresponds to a
surface-parallel stress of approximately 30 MPa. From
equations (1) and (3) (with parameter values from the study
by Fletcher et al. [2006] and the molar volume of calcite),
this corresponds to a “crystallization pressure” of 20 MPa
and a supersaturation (W) of only about 1.2. By comparison,
the supersaturation required to form ferrihydrite, rather than
the more stable goethite and hematite, at 25°C and 1 bar is
higher by factors of 2.2 and 6.5, respectively.

7.2. Liesegang Banding and Causes of Growth in Large
Pores

[36] The precipitation of weathering products produces a
sequence of 5–10 Liesegang bands or rings, within each
rindlet. Macroscopic fracturing is always parallel to these
bands. Because the stresses generating fracturing is produced
by precipitation of the weathering products, these stresses do
not built up homogeneously within each rindlet but are to
some extent focused to the Liesegang bands. The observa-
tions indicate that the stresses accumulating in the andesite
during the formation of Liesegang bands exceeds that
required to produce a new rindlet by spalling when 5 to
10 bands have precipitated. However, there is another
important implication of the pattern-forming process oper-
ating during Liesegang band formation. The current models
for the origin of Liesegang banding during coupled diffusion
and precipitation in gels or porous systems invoke either
a supersaturation-nucleation-depletion process [Ostwald,
1897; Smith, 1984] or a postnucleation, surface tension-
mediated, competitive particle growth mechanism [Sultan
and Ortoleva, 1993]. In this study, supersaturation arises
because of the counter-diffusion of ions that can form a
precipitate, and this is very similar to a Liesegang experi-
ment, with an external source of carbon and oxygen, and an
internal production of cations (Ca, Fe, Mg). Furthermore, we
observe that the Liesegang bands are invariably oriented
parallel to the macroscopic fractures. It is hard to see how
these features of the system can be explained by a post-
nucleation redistribution of mass driven by surface tension.
Thus, we argue that the observed Liesegang banding is gen-
erated by a supersaturation-nucleation-depletion process.
[37] Nucleation control on the site of precipitation of the

weathering products provides a possible mechanism for the
observed correlation between pore size and amount of pore
filling as the nucleation probability is higher in large pores
[Chen et al., 1998]. Once growth commences in the large

pores, a local reduction in supersaturation will cause diffu-
sion toward the large pores and prevent nucleation in smaller
pores. Thus, for a system characterized by slow nucleation
and rapid growth, it is expected that large pores will become
filled before smaller pores. A pore size effect on the degree
of pore filling might be observed even for pores that are too
big for surface tension to play a major role. In this study, we
see this effect for pores approaching 100 mm (see Figure 7).
As Liesegang banding is quite commonly observed during
spheroidal weathering in a range of systems [Augustithis and
Ottemann, 1966; Singer and Navrot, 1970; Augustithis et al.,
1980], there should be ample opportunities to test such
a model.

8. Conclusions

[38] A spectacular example of spheroidal weathering of
andesite from the Neuquén Basin in Argentina reveals the
progress of weathering-related fragmentation through a
combination of Liesegang banding and fracture patterns.
Microtomography and Hg-porosimetry reveal how ferrihy-
drite and calcite precipitate in the largest pores of the andesite
during hydrolysis and oxidation of the original magmatic
minerals. The precipitation is focused along millimeter-
spaced (Liesegang) bands, and there are typically 5–10
Liesegang bands between each macroscopic “onion-skin”
fracture. The growth of the weathering products generates
local stresses that initiate microfracturing and eventually
drives macroscopic onion-skin fracturing by coalescence
of microfractures, as well as several stages of corestone
division or “twinning.” Both the Liesegang banding and
the preferential growth in large pores are consistent with
a supersaturation-nucleation-depletion process in which the
rate of nucleation increases with an increase in pore size.
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